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FOREWORD

J

ust before I turned seventy, I thought it would be fun to write
down some things for my son, Sean, who was only ten at
the time. Fatherly advice for later years, just in case, I guess.
Something about the number seventy propelled me. Why sixty-nine
didn’t make me think the same thoughts, I can only guess. Maybe that
is just when I was supposed to think about it, which is really my best
guess. Although I am in apparent great health and am having way
more fun than at any time in my life I even thought humanly possible,
I was compelled to write something to be read by Sean, possibly after
I die. It still seems strange to me. As has always been the case for me,
insights into my gut-felt motivations, which I almost always follow,
usually arrive after I act on them. It all becomes clearer with time. But
if you were to ask me now why, at seventy, I wrote it, I couldn’t give
you much of an explanation.
Though I have found that time seems to be moving at ever increasing jet speeds — now approaching rocket speed, which can be
7
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sort of disconcerting. So maybe there is something of that time-speedhaving provided my son with as many tools as I possibly can to help
him achieve his health and happiness.
So, I started writing. Shortly thereafter, some friends snatched
glances at what I was doing and expressed their feeling that there
Sean. Well, I found myself thinking of several reasons why I might
not want to share my advice with others. The most important reason
being that if I were to write with others in mind, I wouldn’t be writing
for my son in quite the same way. Sean is a very perceptive person,
even at ten years old, and I feel sure that if he were to read what I
have written when he was older, he would be able to perceive that, at
least some of what I’d written was written for others and not especially
for him — which would defeat my intent. So I knew that I would
have to make it as personal as possible and keep it in my natural voice
of cop and jailhouse gutter-talk).
I have to admit, though, that the thought of publishing my advice to Sean held some allure nonetheless. I think I probably have an
in the medical profession, I am fairly certain that there were “deeper
meanings” involved than just a “job.” There is also all that near frustration I experienced throughout the years when I wasn’t able to truly
help my patients by guiding them to healthy thinking. Maybe the
frustration was time well spent in learning how to express my experience and understanding of health for a later time.
It also became clear to me that publishing my thoughts might be
an opportunity to pay back all the good fortune I’ve had in this life. I
8
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think that “paying back” was probably something my parents instilled
in my young mind — probably so I, and they, could achieve the benget sick needlessly and who I feel helpless to help. Almost every one
of them wholeheartedly believes that modern medicine and prescription drugs will solve their problems. Suggesting a different course
of action can be akin to blaspheming their faith in God, or at least
destroying their faith in the medical community — and destroying
faith has disastrous effects on medical outcomes.
where people can sit down with friends and neighbors to talk about
what really matters to them — their emotional experiences. If I published and shared my views, would more people be likely to share and
As far as my thoughts to Sean on health, disease, and healing go,
I realize the medical community would consider much of my thinking probably farther than far out, but then the medical community
is mostly made up of the “doctor community,” the “medical research
community,” and “the drug company community.” I suspect the most
appreciative audience for my perspective might be the nursing community. At present, this is where a lot of the innovative thinking is
going on — whether because nurses are more directly affected by

emotional component of illness, it is hard to say. But I do know that
many, many nurses are open to different ways of thinking about the
mind-body connection or “wholeness.”
“Healthy thinking” certainly takes the idea of health and wellness
further than a lot of people are ready to go. I would only ask that
readers, when hearing my point of view, would consider whether
9
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any of my advice would lead to harmful effects. I will only encourage
FUN and, in spite of what religious extremists will say, FUN ain’t
Of course as we age, most of us rely on old ways of thinking about
illness and health, and getting our emotions on an even keel, much
not impossible.
More than anything, I hope an ever growing number of children
will come to better understand their feelings and I would certainly like
to add my voice to the growing list of educators who are promoting
Emotional Intelligence. For it is only when we learn at an early age
their consequences that real change and health will be realized.
you to investigate your own potential for achieving happiness, health,
and FUN, that would please me — whether or not this offering gets
me a gold chair in heaven. If my perspective gives you new ideas
about improving your children’s health, all the better.
Sean has given me much FUN, and FUN, as you’ll see, is paramount in my advice to him and more than wealth, power, status, education, or good looks, a warrior’s mind is the only guarantor of FUN,
happiness, and health. It can be realized simply by paying attention. I
hope you have some degree of FUN when reading my advice to Sean.
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I

don’t think I am unique among fathers when I say that you, my
only child, have been the greatest joy in my life. The last ten years
have been almost pure fun because of you, and I hope that, so far
at least, I have given you learning opportunities as valuable as the joy
you have given me.
We have shared many experiences over the years that you, still ten
years old and stress free, are too young to appreciate in the way that I
have. I hope that some day in the future we will have the opportunity
to sit down together and laugh about a lot of them. But I am writing
down as many things as I think might be important to you someday
— just in case.
I hope you know that I have never lied to you about anything —
and so I hope you never missed Santa Claus, the Tooth Fairy, or the
Easter Bunny too much. Because I haven’t lied to you, I trust you
won’t have any doubt about the truth of the stories I’m sharing here.
But, on the other hand, you know I’ve been wrong about a thing or
11
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two (like driving the wrong way down a one-way street, for instance),
so make of everything I say what you will.
When you were born, I gave a lot of thought as to how I would
attempt to provide you with the best childhood. Lucky for both of
isn’t young. It was lucky for us because I had done all the things that
a young, hormonally pumped guy usually wants to do. Things that
would take his attention away from his offspring. When you were
born, career and rambling didn’t mean much to me anymore.
I must have been paying attention to the Dalai Lama at the time
you were born because I thought I should at least attempt to afford
you an upbringing that would approach the upbringing that he was
given. At least I wanted to attempt it to the extent that I could conceive it. I felt that such an attempt was, at the least, the amount of
respect I should give you and The Great Spirit in return for my gift
of you. The Dalai Lama seemed to have attained a state of mind that
was exemplary, in my opinion, and I know the monks who raised him
must have given considerable thought to what they were doing.
I thought that I should give just as much thought, although I admit
that I did not investigate exactly how the Dalai Lama was raised. I
did decide that I would always try to relate to you as if you were a
potential Dalai Lama — of suburbia maybe — and go with my best
guesses as to how to do it.
Of course, you weren’t reared by monks. You were, however,
reared in part by a very strong, unusual, and sociable mother, who
has taught you a lot about a lot of things — some things that even the
Dalai Lama may not have heard of yet. It’s not likely that you will be
another Dalai Lama. But then, we will have to see about that.
I believe that you have already learned the most important things
I have to show you just by the joy I feel from being with you. But I
12
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have a few more questions for me. I would most like to assist you
with, in order of importance, the ability to be happy, then healthy,
and then prosperous. And along the way, it would be fun to see you
gain an appreciation for the Great Spirit of all things, an optimistic
a basic trust in people, and an understanding of emotions, in yourself
and in others. For starters.
Of course, to my way of thinking, the ability to be happy is how
you stay healthy, and being happy and healthy gives you the best shot
about the Great Spirit later, but for now, the story I wrote about Little
Mary has it about right as far as “God” goes. If any of the stories I am
going to relate here can help you to achieve happiness, health, prosperity, or all of these, great. At the very least, you’ll know a little bit
more about why I have been the way I am.
I suppose my life has not been exactly “normal,” whatever that
is, and it’s some of these un-normal experiences that I want to write
have kept to myself. In fact, I have pretty much enjoyed being the
reasons but also because life has not brought me into contact with
many people who wouldn’t label me a nut case if I were to reveal my
eccentric thinking.

this. I was home alone in a new room that your grandfather had
built by converting our garage on Nevada Street. I remember the
sun coming in through the casement windows that faced the street.
I don’t remember what I was doing at the time, other than sucking
13
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on a jawbreaker hard candy. I suddenly sucked it into my windpipe,
where it lodged despite my attempts to bust it loose. (You know how
frequently I’ve cautioned you about choking on things, and you’ve
tolerated my concern admirably.)
As I was losing consciousness or just when I did — I’m not sure
my mind. You may have heard the expression before, but you probably cannot conceive the experience. (I almost want to say I hope you
never do have the experience, but “hope” gets into sacrilegious thinking in my view of things.) Anyway, I didn’t see a general overview of
major events in my life, but rather I saw each second of my life in total
detail. Now, I was only ten, so there wasn’t all that much to review,
but the experience affected me profoundly. It was not only the realization that time is a very confounding thing, but also that the human
mind is capable of such impressive storage capabilities and also that it
has the ability to retrieve that information — if, that is, I was retrieving it from “my” mind.
I really don’t know what happened next except that I “awoke” to
I lost consciousness, my throat relaxed and allowed the jawbreaker to
ing by was what really had me pumped. It was like opening a portal
to unknown realms, which I can’t rightly describe.
I was excited to tell my parents what had happened to me but
extremely disappointed when they couldn’t share my enthusiasm
about my moment of great exploration. But then who would have
dream and really didn’t want to hear much about it. I guess they were
busy with other things at the time — although how they related to
me then probably did foreshadow our relationship over the years and
14
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probably led me to take off for Mexico City when I was seventeen.
But before I packed up my ‘49 Ford and headed down to Mexico
City on Mexico’s Highway 1 on my greatest road trip, I had one more
out-of-the-ordinary experience. I had a vivid dream one night about
a man and woman who were hiding on an island hillside as military
troops below went about their war business. After I awoke, and all
through that day, I couldn’t get the dream out of my mind. That night
I went to a fundraiser for the high school Letterman Club, a special

it was if a shock wave went through my body. My universe took a
sudden twist. Again, there was no one who was impressed by my
“great coincidence,” but I knew that something was weird. Real weird.
life, and they mostly involve mundane events — no natural calamities
or earth-shaking events, though there was one death and the prevenare unexplainable other than that I saw the future. It has bent my
ence of “unlimited possibilities.” These dreams seem to come often
enough that I don’t forget I have them. I had another small one last
week, when I dreamed of people dressed in black at a funeral. When
we rode bikes to school that morning, one of the mothers we met and
talked with had showed up dressed in black because she was going
to ponder what such future dreams mean about free will, time, and
my “weirdness.”
In 1958, in my junior year of high school, I visited your cousins
Lance and Conrad in Mexico City. They were eleven and I was their
15
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country and people of Mexico. After high school graduation in 1959, I
headed to Mexico on my journey to explore the wonders of the world
that had happened to me up to then. There followed a couple of years
of shamanic discoveries and college studies. Over the ensuing years
my religious beliefs became just mine. But, as you may know by the
time you read this, I like many things about Zen Buddhism, Balinese
Hinduism, Javanese mysticism, Ambonese Christianity, The Native
American Church, and Reno and Smiley Southern Baptism.
I have never tried to indoctrinate you into any religion. In fact,
some would say I may have erred in not exposing you more to a parthe individual and community that the church in Ambon provides. I
have tried to point out the good things about that church experience,
while also protecting you (and myself) from the excruciatingly long
my terms. My conception of God, which we have only slightly touched
on up until now, may have become clearer to you before you read this.
As you mature, I expect you will set about your own search for that
musical feeling I call God. That will be up to you, of course, and your
designated journey will take you wherever it leads. Wrapping your
thing to do. I suspect that your mind may be far better at conceiving
that immensity than mine — and that you’ll see it in some unsuspected
places. Some people only look for God in “heaven”; others look to
nature. But I wouldn’t rule out junk cars and old chewing gum.
I was twenty when I ran out of money and returned north of the
border. I put myself through San Francisco State University by
working at the Marin County Farm, which wasn’t a farm but the
county hospital. It was situated in the farmland in Lucas Valley, not
16
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far from where we live now, in a large, rather ramshackle, old, conThe farm may have been worn down, but it was clean and the patients
were well treated. The patients were indigent county residents, mostly
elderly, and many “senile,” who could not afford the few convalescent
hospitals. Their ailments ran the gamut of mostly elderly maladies.
females on the second.

The head nurses were tough but kind. Most, like my mentor, had been
trained in World War II. I was taught about psychological immunity
to grime, gore, putrid smells, and all manner of bodily discharges.
At the time I was already set on a Zen path of throwing out my fears
and inhibitions.
I think the infections started in 1961. It hit mostly the bedridden
almost every week, and a couple of months into it, the eighteen-yearold fellow who ran the laundry died as well. Fifty years later I saw
similar infections run wild, which were labeled MRSA, or methicillinresistant Staphylococcus aureus. Maybe MRSA struck the farm’s
patients too.
I caught the infection about the time the eighteen-year-old laundry
worker died. It affected most of us the same way: if it didn’t proceed
directly to a vital interior organ, boils and carbuncles broke out on
various parts of the body. As soon as one infection would come to a
head and drain volumes of foul pus, another would take hold on a
different body part. Antibiotics seemed to be ineffective. Only warm
compresses helped to soften the massive indurations that preceded the
multiheaded carbuncles.
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In those days, doctors were much more reluctant to dole out opiate painkillers for anything. I remember I couldn’t get nearly enough
pain relief. As time went by, I found myself losing my will to endure
where and when the next part of my body would be attacked affected
my will to live. The experience helped me to understand the depression I’ve seen over the years in the eyes of those in chronic pain. It is
an insidious assault on one’s ability to endure.
It was when I felt myself losing the will to endure that I asked
the universe for help. As long as I can remember I have been averse
to praying or asking for something. I have always felt that I get what
I am supposed to have. But I do remember often asking The Great
Spirit — or the universe, my subconscious, whatever the right term is
— for understanding. Which is probably why I was visited by death.
You may want to call my experience a vision, a hallucination, a
nightmare, or something else. I never labeled it because until now I
have never spoken of it to anyone. I was once told that great visions
which change one’s life should not be spoken of if they are to retain
their power. Whether that’s true, I can’t say, but I have enjoyed that
to my only son.
Although I experienced the “vision” within myself, I have always
felt that what I experienced was sent to me. I give my subconscious a
lot of credit for many things that have been given to me, but if this
feel that it was sent, though more than that I am reluctant to postulate. What was most important to me, anyway, was how it felt.
I had lain down to sleep when death came. I could not open my
eyes, but I knew I was not sleeping. I have always assumed I was in a
state between sleeping and waking. My bringer of death was reptilian,
18
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enormous, fanged, clawed, and all powerful. More than anything, I
still recall its eyes, all-knowing and determined to kill. They promised
death, but a death without malice. Its obvious purpose was to kill me,
but no emotion was involved. There are many stories about killing
dragons, but real dragons cannot be killed — fought but never killed.
terms would be noteworthy. But as time became eternity, I tired and
eventually came to the realization that struggle was useless and that
all things were, as I suspected, foreordained. Submission to the will
of the universe was the only course left open. I was consumed rather
As I was devoured, I remember fearing the nothingness of death.
Of becoming nothing. The amazing grace that befell me then was
the realization that although my body and my personality had been
removed from me, I continued to exist — and that nonexistence was
stunningly a part of everything. I think what I experienced would
leave most anyone at a loss for words. It was wonderful to be nothing
and everything, but as impressive as becoming nothingness and everythingness was, it was not an experience that, in the future, I could
relive whenever I wished. These days I just remember that once I saw,
felt, and understood, and I know that one day I will again. That was
my amazing grace.
But experiencing death was not what impressed me the most
or started my life’s investigations. It was something else, something
equally amazing. At the moment just after my death, when I realized I was still “alive,” I felt my entire physical body change. There
are no adequate words to describe what I felt, but because I want
you to know why my path has led me where it has, I will attempt
a description. What I felt was something akin to a vibration or an
electric current that changed the frequency of every cell in my body.
19
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I felt like I was now resonating at a different wavelength (though not
sound-wise, only feeling-wise). It was immediate and stunning in its
impact. And I knew as soon as it happened that fear had been keeping
or whatever words are appropriate to describe what I felt but cannot
adequately describe.
I listen open-mindedly and with great interest to stories about
religious healings. I highly suspect that they all involve a submission
or a surrendering of oneself to God/fate, the universe, or whatever
one might call this “all.” I suspect that many of my AA friends know
the power of submitting to that greater power. I knew immediately
that I was cured of my blood infection. Since that day, colds and
sinus infections I had been experiencing on a regular basis since
I do not jump from loud, unexpected noises, and whenever I realize I
would normally have jumped, I am pleasantly reminded of that time
in my past. It also strikes me that on the few occasions when I have
faced death as an immediate possibility, my nervous system did not
something just the opposite, a total and immediate acceptance and
calm. It’s hard to describe.
Not fearing my death has given me considerable freedom in my
pursuit of life’s adventures. I would like to tell you that I have been
completely fearless since then. But fear has many faces and forms.
Although one’s own death is big, there are other fears to conquer —
many others.
I experienced the realization that what I was feeling was universally
human. I felt that gift of “knowing” as much as I felt my personal
cure. It was a knowing that took no form, a wordless understanding.
20
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There was no voice from on high, no giant road sign proclaiming,
“This is the truth.” It was an experience “bestowed” upon me, much
like the vision of dying. As a result, I understand that the body’s
“frequency” determines its health. Frequency is affected by emotions,
and negative emotions cause changes in frequency that cause illness.
Our emotions result mostly from our thinking. Alzheimer’s is a major
emotional-thinking short circuit.
In the early sixties, modern medicine was far removed from linking
emotions to disease. I found no one to talk to about what I had exunderstanding, so I turned more to the only places anyone seemed to
be talking about experiences like mine: shamanic healing and alterhealing experience has led me in many directions, and it is only now
point where I can talk about what I feel to be true and not be laughed
out of all conversations — just most. Maybe what I have come to
understand will guide you to better health — and maybe not. Rather
than attempting to mention all the relevant, and irrelevant, books I
have perused or the articles that have drawn my interest to medical
journals or the conversations I have had with patients and doctors, I
will advise you to investigate your own wonderings.
This is just what I have always believed since that day. My understanding will probably seem simplistic to most. After all, how could
my personal feeling-beliefs be as valid as hundreds of years of modern
I myself have thought that important matters — and what could be
by people of science. But life whacked me in a different direction — to
21
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the belief that maybe there are alternate paths to some “answers.” As
a result, I have always tried to base my beliefs on my personal experience of things that I have seen, touched, and felt. I also guess that I
am not a good follower, at least when it comes to beliefs. All of which
is probably because I am not a great thinker. You, the gamer, are a
thinker, I see. You’re great at deciphering, classifying, computing, and
proving, which doesn’t give you much to go on with my writing. If this
were a Minecraft mod it probably wouldn’t even download. Oh well.
I will begin with what would be regarded by conventional Western
medicine and its supporters as a preposterous claim: I know that most
chronic illnesses and diseases are the effects of negative emotions on
the body. Of course, with time, more and more medical conditions are
deemed to be caused or exacerbated by emotions: indigestion, stomach
ulcers, allergies, back pain, colitis, asthma, to name a few. And the list
continues to grow. Last week I read a column by Dr. Oz in which he
suggested that stress likely exacerbated colitis. Of course he wouldn’t
say that emotional stress CAUSED colitis, but, hey, it’s a start.
But as much as the medical community pays lip service to “holistic
medicine” and treating the “whole” person, the bottom line in conven-

expensive treatments and medications. In this respect, medicine is
accepted standards of practice or face legal consequences. I don’t
want to denounce modern medicine. It’s almost miraculous in many
of its uses, especially trauma. It would be nice, though, if everyone
maybe less expensively.

22
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H

caring for Alzheimer’s patients, I came to some conclusions
about the disease. At the time, these people were labeled
“senile dementia patients.” I guess Alzheimer’s disease sounds better.
Rarely a day went by when I didn’t get off work with excrement in
my hair or on my clothes, so I think I have some credentials. But, of

doubt my beliefs. But you might want to doubt because, with all
things possible, I will concede the minutest of minute possibilities that
I may not be entirely correct in my conclusions. But, then, I think it’s
a harmless wrong if I am wrong.
Before we go further, let me throw out a metaphor of sorts. Please
parameters. It is just a description that has worked for me. Although
23
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years and there may be some physiological basis in my view, I offer
it only as a lens through which generalities may be seen. I certainly
wouldn’t submit it as a Wikipedia entry!
Visualize the human body as a network of electrical energy, with

body. Add to that as many microbial organisms also alive within us.
So that if the body could be viewed with some sensory device of the
future, it would look like a lit Christmas tree with the electrical charges
neurons, blood, and lymph carrying trillions of charged particles
around a gazillion miles of soft piping every split second.
Our bodies are small universes, trillions of living cells in a conthe ability of our conscious minds to grasp. Modern medicine often
looks at the human body’s universe as composed of separate functioning units — with blood molecules acting independently of brain neurons, and skin capillaries functioning independently of gastric juices.
But, in fact, we are one. Some part of our being knows exactly where
they course through incalculable miles of vessels. It is far beyond the
capability of any conscious mind to truly comprehend, which is probably why Western medicine tends to study the parts independently.
This intricate micro-universe is under our individual stewardship.
What it requires for perfect functioning, or to achieve homeostasis, is
to be left alone. The physical body works best when it is left to function as millions years of evolution have determined it should function.
I would postulate that one problem we humans now have is that
our conscious thinking mind, as it has evolved, is only lately evolving beyond primitive emotions. When those primitive emotions are
24
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maintained for days, weeks, or years, they can cause fatal disruptions
in the human body’s energy systems. Once vital for our survival, our
primitive emotions are now more often detrimental to our health and
well-being. These emotional disruptions divert energy away from the
body. The disruptions cause illness, or dis-ease.
Prolonged fear and anger disrupt the body’s energy system,
making us sick — if not immediately, then eventually. Often enough,
by the time a problem is recognized, it is too late to remedy. By now,
Sean, you have probably felt the effect a negative emotion such as
anger or fear has on your heart rate, the temperature of your skin, the
acid in your stomach, or the tension in your muscles. If you haven’t
noticed, you haven’t been paying attention. I leave it to science writers
is triggered or when an indigestible anger is held. All such reactions
create disharmony and are bad in the long term. They once played a
role in our human survival, but in this day and age, they rarely assist us.
Our primitive ancestors never had to deal with the constant
stressors of the modern world. For tens of thousands of years, their
physiological system evolved to deal with immediate life-threatening
stressors. The stressors in our modern lives are often constant and
ongoing for years, and the modern mind is able to perceive so many
more threats to our well-being. Unfortunately, our emotions are still
rapidly changing modern world. Unless we evolve emotionally, we
are probably doomed not only to self-destruct but also to be very sick
along the way.
But, if God/Nature created disease, might not “dis-ease” be considered an evolutionary necessity if we are to truly appreciate the need to
25
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only path to physical health, are we not stimulated to bring our con-

I don’t believe that Alzheimer’s disease is a malady that strikes
randomly. I believe it is a form of adaptation gone haywire. The scienof the changes Alzheimer’s brings to the physical brain. But here’s
my theory: Alzheimer’s disease is a condition of excessive forgetting.
(But you probably knew that). I believe that forgetting, just like using
a drug to bury unhappy memories, can be as addictive and destructive as any illegal physical substance. Truly happy people do not get
Alzheimer’s, because they do not need to forget.
The deal is this: Unpleasant events in our life cause us to feel bad.
Most people try to forget very unpleasant events, put them behind.
Because they are too painful. What that usually entails, though, is
walling off the event and the emotion in a little closet in our gray
matter — it makes those unbearable emotions dissipate sooner. At
least it seems to make us feel better sooner if we can just not think
about it. Many people will attempt to block bad feelings with compulsive pursuits such as food, sex, drugs, religion, work at good causes,
works for long except unhindering one’s mind of negative feelings.
Walling off our emotions takes energy and, when a painful event
is felt to be huge or subsequent unpleasant events occur that also need
to be walled off, the drain on our general energy supply will eventually
cause serious health problems. In the case of Alzheimer’s, needing to
wall off an unbearable event or feeling, or an accumulation of unbearable feelings, can eventually create the habit of forgetting, where the
process of forgetting runs wild. Many events and feelings will trigger
26
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the memories associated with negative feelings and more and more
energy will be needed to block those unbearable feelings — to keep
the closet door closed. Many thoughts, especially memories of the
past, will lead straight to the land of forgetting. A person eventually
becomes emotionally pain-free but at the cost of his or her health
and memory.
I have heard modern medicine practitioners say there is a link
between physical exercise and mental exercise in supporting optimum brain function. But I have yet to hear of medical researchers
seems obvious to me that people who enjoy physical activity, hobbies, friendships, and seeing new things are people who have dealt
have been warriors.
So, if protection against disease, and particularly Alzheimer’s, is
achieved by eliminating negative emotions and especially the need to
having FUN.
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am using the word “fun” because it is so much more approachable
than “enlightenment,” “self-realization,” “ultimate awareness,” or
any of the words that are intellectually inspiring but not sensually
inviting or “yummy.” I want to go for the feeling here, not the thinking, because thinking is the problem. It can cause unpleasant feelings.
You can, of course, call what I am talking about whatever you wish.
hood memories, but I hope you have fun memories closer in time to
draw upon. Many people would be hard pressed to remember a “fun”
time. I hope you aren’t. Recall a time when you experienced true joy,

Minecraft with a friend. Maybe you found that joy when Zelda was
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a lot harder to come by in later years. But it’s still important to value
Fun has taken on a negative connotation of late. It can be blamed
for shirking responsibility, dangerous behavior, and immorality.
And too much fun can keep you out of college, make you lose a job
or become a surfer instead of a accountant. Actually, I once thought
has long been one of my favorite spots (I couldn’t talk your mom into
moving there, however). But let’s forget negative here. What we all
really need is that pure feeling of happiness or joy that is unencumbered by any negative thought or feeling of fear, anger, loneliness,
and a few other feelings as well. And, as all those negative feelings
come from thinking, we will have to be able to put that thinking aside.
At least more often. And that’s another problem, because we put such
a high value on thinking and a rather low one on feeling. My son is
maybe not.
only effective method is to prevent negative-feeling impacts — sort
of the way the earth’s atmosphere prevents meteor impacts. The
trick is to deal with unpleasant feelings before they must be walled
off in closets of the brain, and to do this requires a warrior’s mind. It
requires steadfast awareness, a dedication to paying attention. One
must never accept fear, anger, guilt, shame, loneliness, or boredom.
You can prevent disease and Alzheimer’s and encourage more fun in
your life by paying attention to your feelings, especially the negative
ones. Rather than hide from them or bury them, come to terms with
them. Life presents formidable challenges, such as the loss of a loved
one, a debilitating injury, or the inability to adequately provide for
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one’s family. But if one desires and cultivates a warrior’s mind, even
when the sky comes crashing down and time stands still in emptiness,
even savored challenge in his sworn allegiance to a lord or a belief,
the ability to accept our fate while still striving with all our being to
achieve mental health allows us to succeed.
A few days ago, when I was asked about the title of this book and
what I actually meant by warrior mind, I found it hard to put into
words in speech, so maybe I should make a better attempt to put it
into writing. To me, having had a little background in the martial arts,
warrior implies something that I assume is obvious but is probably not
that obvious to others. So I thought I should make a better attempt to
write what I mean. All of which started me thinking about the Bugis
(pronounced boo-geese).
Your mom and I have had a couple of small sailboats and you
have sailed with us for short runs in the kayak, but I do not consider
myself a sailor. Having sailed with your cousin Lance and Conrad has
ciation for real musicians, my brief times of sailing have enhanced my
appreciation for real sailors. And I was never more in awe of sailors
than one day when I watched a Bugis sailing ship in Ambon Bay.
That morning when I awoke in the house that Om Cepu had
built right on the beach, the morning was unusually still without
even the slightest breeze and as I opened my eyes I observed a Bugis
sailing ship becalmed not a stone’s throw away from my mattress
Mountains were just casting morning shadows on the shoreline,
and the blue of the bay below the distant mountains now in brilliant
green put the old wooden boat and its weather-worn brown sail in
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to a different time.
The Bugis that trade to distant islands are the remnants of a great
seafaring people. They are sometimes called sea gypsies and at one
time traded as far away as Australia. They still sail across thousands
of miles of open ocean without compass or sextant. They can often
be seen arriving in Ambon from such distant places as Sumatra and
Java with cargo that is too inexpensive for the freighters that carry
products of the modern world. I have pointed out those sailing ships
to you in the past, but I know you were too young to appreciate them.
Now that you are older I will start to tell you more stories. I have
always felt so lucky to see a part of the past still alive and vibrant in
my present. That day in Ambon when the doldrums of the Banda Sea
prevented any attempt at sailing, I watched the Bugis and their ship
sit with full sail raised for the entire day, only moving slightly back
and forth with the changing tides.
The sea gypsy Bugis travel as families and live their whole lives
aboard ship. That day as I watched the family activity, the mother
wash clothes, and the father mended sail and worked getting things
shipshape. As I watched them through the day I couldn’t help but
imagine their life on the sea — what it would be like to be becalmed
on the wide ocean for days or even weeks or to live life without medical care or without communication with the outside world. In short, I
got a feeling for the supreme patience and trust in themselves and in
God that such people possess. And feeling part of the past, I couldn’t
help thinking about the past and being a warrior — for the Bugis
were once some of the most feared warriors on Earth.
The Bugis are land-based mostly at the tip of the island of Celebes,
and it is there that boat building happens and where I once observed a
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Bugis sailing ship being built at the shoreline from hand-hewn timbers
by ship builders who did not use screws, nails, or written plans and who
relied solely on knowledge passed down through many generations.
In the times of the great sailing empires that explored and
conquered the world, pirates were often a merchant ship’s most
feared hazard. And nowhere were pirates more feared by the mighty
Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, and English trading ships than in the
thousands of miles of ocean inhabited by the Bugis. In fact, it has
been noted that the term boogeyman may have been derived from
the Bugis-man whose mere mention, it has been said, struck fear
into the hearts of any sailor who ventured into the waters of the
Spice Islands.
It is the Bugis and their warrior past that have, for much of my
are certainly present throughout history, the stories of the Bugis have
greatly impressed me. Their numbers were not large, they possessed
no advanced weaponry, and their communications were rudimentary.
Yet they won battles against tremendous odds and, at times, caused
Swords and knives and stealth but mostly their warrior minds.
The Dutch, who for three hundred years controlled the waters
probably controlled by the devil. And, in fact, the Bugis pirate did,
a supernatural ability to forgo all thought of fear and self-harm, and
with a determination that allowed him to happily suffer seemingly
unbearable pain and loss of body parts right up until his dying breath.
With their tiny homemade craft they could stalk and swarm a large
ship with such intensity that Western sailors were often helpless in
spite of their gunpowder and canon.
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Now, I suspect you will not need such killing skills in this day and
age. You are not likely to see foreign powers disrespect your land or
have your family depend on plunder. And I don’t think it would be
mind. But I do think that freeing one’s mind from fear, guilt, shame,
effects, as valuable as the effects derived by the Bugis when they
became totally focused pirates.
It is the focused desire to succeed that allows total commitment.
The warrior, to be successful, must make that total commitment. He
must give himself completely to the task at hand and cannot let insecurities, fears, or any negative feelings stand in his way of completing the task he has been given. He must, if you will, have faith in the
rightness of his choice. And, he must commit not only for himself but
only knew their group. Our group is humanity. Fate has decreed it

earth, and when we can employ a warrior mind that is free from
negative feelings, it’ll all be good. Real good.
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noteworthy. I didn’t solve many cases of much importance or apprehend
any famous criminals, though I did enjoy working with some really
great detectives, and I did get to chase burglars with a bunch of fun
guys, including an ex-gunnery sergeant we called “God” (in those days
police were usually former military, truck drivers, plumbers, and
merchant marines).
It was only after my retirement that it dawned on me I had
achieved a feat of honorable mention: I never dinged a city car.
Probably luck. Maybe I was paying attention. Along those lines, I
something I ever had to think about. I have never even had to catch
myself. Whether that condition on my part will persist is yet to be
seen. I would like to think that my emotional state will be in tune
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with your soon-to-arrive hormonal changes. We shall see.
My thinking about anger may be the result of spending way too
much time around people who end up in prisons and jails and the
people who put them there, but I don’t think so. I have found that
give up. Whenever I have playfully proposed to various people that
if they were willing, I could remove all anger from their feeling repertoire, the response is almost always a negative one. Whether people
think of anger as a vital defense mechanism, are concerned they will
met are willing to give up anger forever. I suspect it is hard to let go
of because it is such an important part of who we are. But it should be
eliminated. To have fun. To save life, as we know it, on Earth.
It seems to me that anger has been bred into us. We all have it. Is it

Some years ago you and I had the supreme good fortune of meeting Jane Goodall, probably the strongest and most compassionate
woman I have ever met (your mother is a close runner-up). The
picture we have of you and Jane together is a real neat thing. Ever
since our meeting with her, I have been contemplating just how
similar other primates are to humans. Watch chimps in their societies
and it becomes clear that anger serves a purpose and has been bred
into them probably much as it has us.
The dominant male chimp maintains his dominance by displaying anger. He affords himself the most desirable females, living space,
ability to threaten violence in angry displays. His dominant qualities
are passed on to his offspring. The female chimps who are protected
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by his strength seem to be drawn to anger as a life-sustaining quality
for themselves and their vulnerable offspring. Thousands of years of
prehistory have undoubtedly bred the same tendencies in us as well.
It would explain a lot about our collective stupidity. It seems we can’t
help ourselves unless we learn to bring our conscious awareness to
our unconscious behavior. It’s about time we do so, one would think.
One of the problems with anger is that some of the accompanying feelings it gives rise to don’t feel that bad. In fact, anger can even
feel pleasurable. It makes us focus on one thing, wakes us up, has
us forget other painful emotions for the time being, and it seems
to satisfy some desire for self-esteem when we can “get even” with
some practice to perceive it and even more to realize what it is doing
to you. Anger must be eliminated not only for our personal health
but also for the survival of the human race. In the past, angry rulers
only wiped out millions. Today, one angry person can pretty much
We get angry when we feel manipulated, pushed around, put
upon, threatened, or in some way made to feel inferior. It can be a
physical or an emotional threat and often involves a threat to selfesteem. We often get angry because of someone else’s actions, which
may have little to do with something that was actually done to us
and much more to do with what we perceive someone or something
represents. This can even extend to things.
Here is a partial list of things that people have told me make them
“chinks,” “whities,” abortionists, anti-abortionists, beautiful women,
handsome men, rich people, poor people, “feminazis,” ultraconservatives, bleeding-heart liberals, communists, “faggots,”
socialists, “rednecks,” greedy lawyers, cold-hearted doctors, “diesel
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broken parking meters, demanding teachers, intimidating salespeople,
cating writers, God, and more things than one can shake a stick at —
even if he or she has great arm muscles and is well rested!
For a list of action verbs, try this: think of every way a person can
intentionally or unintentionally put other people down or manipulate
them. The list includes hundreds of verbs and includes such words as
cheated, denied, frustrated, slighted, and wronged.
Anger is the feeling aroused by a real or threatened loss of personal space or integrity — either in one large amount or, as for most
of us, many little abuses we can attribute to the external world. And,
when we feel used or manipulated by someone or something, we often
attempt to regain our integrity and self-worth by lowering the cause
of our denigration to a state below our own — and in such a way raise
our own self-worth to an acceptable level. This is the children’s playground name-calling that in adults often turns into physical violence
Anger is dangerous. It accounts for hate crimes, homicide, domestic
violence, assault and battery, child abuse, alcoholism, drug abuse, suicide,
vandalism, prejudice, war, and in its lesser form rudeness. We accept
anger as “normal” and “necessary,” when it is a form of mental illness.
One’s immunity to anger is directly related to how good one feels
about oneself. Expressing anger releases energy, but the root remains
for the next event. When an intolerable level is reached again, that
pent up energy must be released. Outbursts do not effectively release
anger. Someone who feels inferior, stepped on by the universe, and
angry about it, will not eliminate his anger and lessen his tendency to
violence no matter how many victims he manages to annihilate. Some
people take all of life’s little indignities as personal assaults, even getting
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angry with inanimate objects. Kick that vending machine, throw that
cheap tool, kick that car with the dead battery, jerk that sticky window.
all closer to that nut with the gun than we want to believe.
When you’re driving, it wouldn’t be a bad idea to consider that
one of your fellow commuters might just have gotten his layoff notice,
had his wife tell him she never had an orgasm, had his daughter start
just getting chewed out for not meeting his ticket quota. Be careful,
because that guy might not not need more than a look to push him
over the edge. The slightest pretext in his mind for thinking that you
are “putting him down” might well be cause for him to somehow get
you below him.
And we haven’t even started talking about the children who were
abused, beaten, abandoned, and belittled or the minorities who have
been taught that all majorities are racists. The chips on their shoulders
are more like hundred-pound weights pushing them down far below
everyone else. Going “postal” is not hard to understand. And, if we all
understood anger, we would be less likely to miss the warning signs of
the enraged “postman.”
Many people who get mad at something or someone once in a while
will say that their health has not been compromised, that they are not
going to die anytime soon because they eat healthy, exercise, take their
vitamins, and get plenty of fresh air. Hah! Disease processes often take
years to manifest. Someone’s form of death may already have started
and may well be showing up in some little ache or pain. Anyone who is
persistently angry has something going wrong in the body.
We might think that when things get bad enough, a doctor will be
able to help. But when was the last time a physician helped anyone
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is a pill to relieve their symptoms and enough tests and bills to really
make them angry or desperate. Sometimes a doctor may just eliminate
alleviate the problem. The only remedy that accounts for anything in
the long run is healthful thinking... and feeling.
The most common rationalizations for tolerating anger that I have
heard are these.
1. Anger is my defense. It stops me from getting pushed around.
When people start getting out of hand, I can use anger to put a
stop to it.
2. Without anger, life would have no spice and be very dull.
3. It is in us, so we have to get mad to get it out.
4. Anger is a part of evil, which is as much a part of this world as
water and air.
1. Anger is a defense. Please. If someone is so weak-minded that
he or she needs to go crazy in defense, that is a big problem. To think
that you can pull up more violent energy in such a state and so be
more effective is clearly mistaken. Anger causes blood to be shunted
to the vital organs, which is needed for life-or-death battle (or running), but it also diminishes intellectual function and causes tunnel vision and an adrenalin rush that will leave you drained and vulnerable.
An effectively violent person would be the contract killer, who plans
and acts without emotion. An angry killer does stupid things and usually gets himself arrested or killed. Just ask O. J. Simpson.
lose track of the overall situation, lose peripheral vision of potential
threats, miss evidence, and lose physical control. This is why some
experienced criminals want to see their opponents angry. They then
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have a tremendous advantage to manipulate them. The most effective
violence is emotionless. Anger often reduces a person to an animallike state — rarely useful or effective in the modern world.
then “act” angry. But get your priorities straight. Getting sick and
losing effectiveness is rather stupid behavior. Violence is sometimes
necessary. Anger never is. I have a tendency, I think, to get a big
head when I see that this far along in your young life, you feel anger
very infrequently. Maybe you were born lucky in this regard, and we
haven’t messed it up yet.
2. Anger is the spice of life. One of my favorite excuses for anger
is when people claim that without it life would be very dull. And, they
do, in a way, have a point. After all, what would action heroes do to
out anger, most police, judges, and criminal courts would be out of
work. And how would the nightly newscasters capture our attention
I have been around many terminally angry people. They were
born into it and have lived around it their whole lives. Anger is often
the only way they have found to be successful in life. Believe it or
not, some even interpret anger as affection. Once I began to practice
awareness of my own angry tendencies and could stop them sooner
and sooner, I noticed that an angry person who wanted me to join
with him in anger also released his anger sooner. I have often wondered whether it is my body language and voice or whether there is
something happening on another subtle level. I am the superstitious
type. I’ll go with the latter.
3. Anger is just in us.
4. Anger is evil. With this thinking, anger is the yang to good’s
yin. Or something like that. I know that evil is part of many people’s
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belief systems, whether it is something to be punished for indulging
in or necessary if life’s tragedies and injustices are not to be blamed
on God. I would only say that I have spent a good part of my life
investigating so-called evil and its causes in a lot of places and I have
never for a moment felt there was an opposing force competing with
the nature of the universe. It seems to me that evil is a human concept
rooted in the darkest of ages. Belief in evil affords someone power
over others through fear. The notion of evil is often blindly accepted,
explain the unknown. The only evil I have ever seen (and most people
of that mind would probably concede I have seen quite a lot) can all
be explained as resulting from negative emotions.
as trying to scare you — the bully or even the government trying to
manipulate you to behave in a certain way. The secret to dealing with
such a circumstance is to recognize the anger and convert that energy
to constructive action. It is not to persist with the angry feeling; that
will make you sick.
Now, having a directed introspective experience can give you an
insight into an angry feeling, but more likely anger will stubbornly

important step toward eliminating it. Once you recognize that you are
angry and can consciously recognize that it is an ineffective, primitive
emotion, you can more easily move into the necessary deleting. You
may even have a great aha! experience when you recognize anger.
The goal then is to perceive it each time it arises within you. It arises
in the area of your solar plexus. If you feel it, you can go on to realize
why you feel it and how you came to feel manipulated. Then you can
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have a laugh at the stupidity of thinking that anyone or anything can
manipulate your feelings against your will. Then you can let the anger
go. Different methods are available to facilitate awareness of anger,
including meditation, hypnosis, biofeedback, therapy, and certain
mind-altering substances.
It would probably be a good idea to let the women in your life
be especially aware of anger and its relation to rape and sexual assaults. Many men, especially those whose self-esteem is somewhat
low, are prone to feeling manipulated by women. I saw a cute cartoon
a while back showing a very young girl of about three or four, letting
a boy of about the same age look down her pants. The caption read:
“With this I will totally control your pitiful little male brain.” Unfortunately, many men do have the feeling that women hold great power
over them, especially if those men are not endowed with actor looks,
emotional satisfaction that our society implies should be attained to
achieve happiness. That feeling of being manipulated by ALL women
is a very dangerous feeling when held by the male whose anger level
may already be high, especially if he feels he has been manipulated by
mothers, sisters, or other females in his life. There are many men who
feel manipulated in such a way and, thankfully, most are not prone
to violent acts. But, in the workplace, for instance, it would be good
for a woman to realize that some men can feel manipulated just by a
to remember that even innocent words, gestures, and expressions
can cause anger for no good reason and that that anger, though
unexpressed, can become a passive-aggressive detriment to a good
working relationship or someone’s personal advancement. It is
often the “lucky,” very attractive women who can be most at risk
of unknowingly pushing anger buttons. The power of the urge to
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procreate has provided for the survival of the human race. It should
never be underestimated. When it has been twisted by negative
emotions it can become monstrous in appearance.
It might be called a dawning new age that is upon us, but I would
hope that it may someday be called a female age, because it is the
feminine skills we need if we are to evolve, especially past anger and
loneliness. Anyone working on anger awareness should keep in mind
that anger was probably originally intended to give us extra energy
to protect our territory and tribe. When someone is feeling anger,
it wouldn’t be a bad idea for that person to use the energy in some
constructive purpose, especially one that will produce visible, tangible
results. Producing something positive not only burns the energy but
will also build self-esteem, and it is self-esteem that can withstand
triggers for anger.
On the other hand, if someone were to argue that anger is a valuable tool to permanently eliminate certain people like rapists, killers,
or child abusers, I would not spend much time arguing against them.
Maybe we do have something built into our group beingness that
desires to eliminate certain people from our midst forever — for the
preservation of the group. In many older societies, such as Indonesia,
where there is still no modern law enforcement in many isolated places,
there is usually not a rape or child abuse problem. Such people are
the responsible and, in the process, teaching group morality to children.
But, if the unlikely time should ever come for you to take violent
action, you should at least know that you have not been pushed to kill
by your own inadequacies and lack of self-worth.
To transform anger, I suggest the following: Use your warrior
mind to pay attention to your feelings. When anger arises, which can
be felt in the solar plexus, examine why it arose and mentally delete it.
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This may have to be a process done in installments — like taking out
the garbage. If an event triggers serious anger, it may very well take
repeated attempts to remove it. Anger will keep rearing its ugly head,
maybe every few seconds. That is the nature of anger. As long as the
reason for thinking angry thoughts is recognized each time the feeling
arises, the conscious mind will eventually look at the situation objectively. But, I don’t know anyone who would say the process is easy —
especially not me. Over time, the habit of deleting anger as it arises will
become easier.
Deleting anger as soon as it is felt has most to do with one’s desire
to do so while looking at the situation objectively, but it seems to be
aided when the effort can be combined with some physical action,
such as lighting a candle, making an offering, or a mental maneuver
such as visualizing the feeling leaving or handing it over to a religious
entity. Some additional “mental wiring” seems to happen.
It has been my personal experience, as well as having listened to
the experiences of others, that has convinced me that most individuals pay very little attention to their feelings other than knowing they
are having a “good day” or a “bad day.” Feeling a little “off” for a
few hours or days is easy to overlook. But there is usually a negative
emotion causing a bummed-out feeling. Once one starts the habit of
looking for the origin of those feelings, nice changes may happen.
For most people, I think, feelings are just mysterious moods that
the real action to pay attention to but just a nuisance that, hopefully,
will eventually go away. Anger is an emotion that is usually somewhat
easier than other emotions to identify. It is, unfortunately, much easier
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need to eliminate because it is so debilitating and dangerous to
all of us. Fear is more pervasive than anger and possibly causes
more illness. Some people believe they have conquered fear because
they can set it aside, usually for prideful or monetary reasons. But
forced aside, fear only brings about sickness. The truly fearless
person possesses an inner calm that requires no misdirection of
the body’s life energy.
Although appearing fearless, and hiding fear, may inspire others
and bring wealth or glory, it exerts a formidable toll on the body’s
has undoubtedly brought many heroes and good people straightaway
Fear of our own death or the death of a loved one is normal, but
having that particular fear appear over and over again in our conscious and unconscious thought stream will have a debilitating effect
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strong enough to allay the fear of death, we are fortunate. Even if we
have had a near-death experience or faced death and found it not a
fearful thing, there are still plenty of fears left to delete.
Let’s say you want to be a fearless person, a warrior. It would
be a good idea to see how others would like you to be afraid — usuself-deluded ways. They can’t help it, and it will only make you sick to
hold it against them. Instead, remove yourself from their attempts at
control, and laugh at their failed attempt to control you.
Any form of introspection might reveal what particular fear is
affecting your energy. Working with the fear requires lots of daily
practice. You want to be aware of every fearful thought you entertain
because then you can set it aside. It may not be in your best interest
to make an all-out effort to unearth emotions from your distant past.
Deliberately dredging up the past can make you sick by restimulating
negative experiences, especially if they are locked away. If instead you
examine the little things that affect you every day and deal with those
as they arise, you will eventually be able to access the hidden items
safely. You will be able to get into a habit of deleting that will pay
off sooner than you might imagine. And whenever you discover that
you are coming face to face with a monster you might not be able to
handle, ask for help!
We all have to contend with monsters in our minds. They take
many shapes and forms and dwell in the unconscious. Some people, if
they run across these monsters, will likely call them evil and assume
their purpose is to destroy us. But inner monsters are our own creations, and they can be converted to allies when they are recognized
as teachers of wrong or misguided thinking. When nurtured with
gratitude, those same monsters can become powerful protectors.
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Although the spirit world, or another dimension, is not something
I can speak of with very much authority, and as I hesitate to reveal
such things, there are some things that I should probably relate just in
case you someday spend more time in those places of superstition than
we usually do.
Although we have traveled to those places where “magic” is pervasive, I have never talked of such with you yet. Not just because of
your age, but because they were never part of our world and mostly
irrelevant. Maybe, too, I just didn’t want you, who were raised in the
“modern” world, to think of your father as being that “superstitious.”
any length of time, however, I would probably have included some
cautions in your education just for the heck of it. And so, not knowing
where you may take up residence, I will speak of it now. Just in case.
Many millions of “superstitious” people believe there is a connectedness of human minds and that one person’s mind can directly
especially because such action is most famously done for negative
purposes. If you were to ask me if I thought such things could be true,
tions. I would certainly say there are some talented people in those
I’ll try to explain.
If you have ever thought of someone else and later learned that
he or she was thinking the same thought at the same time as you, or
if you’ve ever known what someone was thinking before he or she
spoke it, or if you ever dreamed the same dream as someone else and
you both awoke to speak of it, you may be inclined to believe in mental telepathy. If you think mental telepathy is possible, you may also
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believe that under certain conditions someone can contact your mind
from a distance.
Your mother can probably cite you a hundred such instances
dukun or shaman and, because of all the people I have talked to and
the stories I have heard, I have come to believe that something out of
the ordinary seems to be happening in such cases. It has caused me
to have an open mind about such things — even though I am mostly
skeptical of the majority of such happenings. But, if those things do
happen, my thinking is that they only happen to someone whose mind
fear, anger, loneliness, etc., NOT an accomplished warrior’s mind. It is
why I think people in those places put such an importance on religion.
Whether Christian, Hindhu, Muslim, animist, or mystic, it is believed
that someone who has a strong and pure belief in God cannot be
affected by “magic.” And, for the most part, I think that is true. But,
achieving a mind free of guilt, shame, anger, loneliness, etc. is very
to protect them from evil because of their faith, I guess what I am
saying is, don’t bet on it.
If I were to make my best guess as to how such magic might come
to pass, it would be like this: the mind that is stressed by negative
emotions of fear, anger, jealousy, grief, loneliness, etc., is operating on
a weakened level. If someone has the ability to transfer a thought that
on that person’s health. Protection, then, comes with a ”clean” mind
— one that especially holds no anger or fear. Your mind has always
been pure of youth and your mother is an honestly good person who,
as far as I know, has never wished another person ill. Which is why
I have never had to worry about such things. And why you are both
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why you should never have to worry either. But, just to be on the safe
side, when in “superstitious” places never feel, and especially never
you harm — mentally or physically. In many places it is very, very
disrespectful to show anger. And, in your thinking, never place yourself above someone else. In humbleness there is some increased safety
from the would-be jealous individual.
The last time we were in Ambon, your uncle Buce was just recovering from what the family eventually labeled a psychic attack. He
had lost a lot of weight, his lower extremities had become weak to
the point that he could no longer walk, and it seemed death was just
around the corner. There were unsuccessful doctor visits and nonstop
prayers from church people, all to no avail. As Buce is a successful and
wealthy banker, it was suspected that someone might be in a position
Eventually, a shaman or, as they say, “a smart person,” was contacted
from another town. That shaman concluded that your uncle was
being manipulated by magic used by a female. When that female was
described by the shaman, it became obvious the woman was a local
village girl your uncle was having an affair with. Counterspells
were employed, and Buce has mostly recovered. Now, whether his
improved condition resulted from the counteracting of the magic spell
or the admitting of his guilt and owning up to his transgressions, one
can only speculate. But I think it is safe to say that guilt, shame, and
the fear of being found out all contributed to his condition — one way
or another. But back to fear.
If you can be aware of fear and feel it when it arises in the area
of your solar plexus, it can be set aside in the same manner as anger.
It is probably a fear caused by past events and thinking and a future
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fear of what could happen. But, one must always keep in mind that
the future is probably not how one fears or wants it to be.
One should put away the need that causes one to worry about the
future. Most people, I think, have a tendency to think that foreseeing
a fearful event in their minds will help prevent whatever is feared from
happening. But that is erroneous thinking. Yet, we often cannot help ourselves from trying that little maneuver. Over and over again. It is never
a bad idea to make plans for possible unfortunate events, but once that
is done, it should be let go. Both fear memories and a fear of the future
I remember when I was a cop those many years ago and had
to search buildings for a possible hideout burglar. In those days we
didn’t have any swat team we could call up to perform a relatively
safe building search. We usually put up a perimeter of guys to watch
the escape routes and two of us would go through the building with
that imagining every worst-case scenario of armed hideouts was
counterproductive in maintaining a sense of alertness and awareness
of movement. In other words, running imaginary images through
the mind distracted from the present. In much the same way, when
I was teaching driving as a second business, I watched new drivers,
they were always unsure of a potential hazard, even though they had
already checked all their mirrors at least once. Being unsure of themselves allowed their minds to invent so many bad scenarios that they
them. I taught one lady who managed to run through the same stop
sign three times in a row even though I was correcting her each time.
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She eventually admitted she was so afraid of what she couldn’t see
that she couldn’t even see what was immediately in front of her.
That kind of fear not only has obvious immediate impact but also,
when felt constantly, alters the body’s homeostasis.
how I always try to turn off the news. That web of fear is obvious. But
of fear is planted in your gray matter then, too. When we see a graphic
on illness or someone with ill symptoms, our mind focuses on the disease, which contributes to our general fear level. If they can scare us
The evening news, though, is one of the biggest fear generators —
whether it’s fear of terrorism, violent crime, a natural disaster, or the
next pandemic. News people live on our susceptibility to fear. It’s like
the car crash at the side of the freeway. We are drawn to it until we
too are part of the pileup. Part of us thinks that the news is interesting
and important to know, but all the while a part of our brain is having
its buttons pushed. Really, of what importance is it in our daily reality

incomplete, often inaccurate and misleading, and so mostly not worth
watching. In my opinion.
There are those, especially with something to gain, who would like
us to take partial responsibility for all the ills of the world. They believe that anyone who would not pay attention to world events is part
of the problem. But let’s be practical. There are too many problems in
the world. If we also have to feel guilty about not carrying the world
on our shoulders, then we have two problems. The biggest problem
will eventually be our health.
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Many politicians use fear to get elected and stay in power, while
they use our money for their “projects” to keep us “safe.” Some like to
see us angry as well. With those two dogs of fear and anger let loose,
we are quite easily manipulated. The dictator’s most effective tools are
fear and anger. So, vote out the SOB who uses either. Such leaders
care little about our well-being. The good guys do not act out of fear
or try to instill it in us — and they don’t pretend to be fearless.
There are others who often use fear: vitamin salesmen, exercise
proponents, pollution preventers, climate warmers, religion pushers,
religious extremists, insurance companies, health food fanatics, and
about a million others. We are constantly under assault. The only
relief is to tune it out. Take a mental vacation from the land of
manipulation. Calmly evaluate what you can do to solve the problems
before you, given your life’s circumstances, and then do it. But don’t
worry about it.
In the time of our prehistory, being aware of and anticipating
when we are daily bombarded with an unlimited stream of fearinspiring events, it is too much. Maybe over time the Internet will
help us to choose our dose of “news” more wisely. Nonetheless, no
TV news is good news!
Although it may sound as though I know fear well and have dealt
with all the fear that has been sent my way, that is not the case. After
seventy years, I have not yet achieved a Buddha-mind — far from
pected places.
Yesterday your mom and I were doing a little huggin’ and kissin’
I can focus pretty well when I am having fun. I looked up at the wall
we had painted and felt a little twinge of apprehension: would I ever
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I saw the fear intruding soon enough and threw it out accordingly, but
then I felt that there was another fear there as well. When I looked
more closely, I realized that the fear was around you, which I have not
seen since you were younger, when I had to balance a reasonable concern for watching out for your well-being with being overcautious and

hiding in my thoughts. It didn’t have to do with a fear of you dying
(I seem to have done that one) but with a fear of my own death
(which I thought I had done already as well). Fear has many faces,
however, and this one was my death. Again.
I haven’t talked to you much about my life before you and your
mother. It was another existence, almost another life. I set that life
behind me because it was truly different and it was necessary to do so.
I don’t think I have avoided talking about my former life — though
conversation — because I never wanted you to think that any woman
was ever more important to me than your mother. No one has ever
been more important in my experience of love and friendship than
your mother and you. Maybe just as much, but never more. And, it
may seem crazy that I say this, but the two women in my life have
merged together — not only because they are so similar in appearance
and character but also for reasons that I have not yet fathomed. When
up in the morning not really knowing which woman had been in my
dreams. It was strange. For now, I can say that both women are almost
identical in my mind in a particular way that makes them both so
appealing to me: they are both happy people. Happy in ways that
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few people are. Because your mother gave me you, however, she holds
a place that no one else in this life can.
Your mother is at least one in a million if not the only one of her
kind ever to exist. In seventy years, I have met a lot of people, but I
have never met or imagined anyone with a memory like hers, especially
when it comes to people. I know that you know she is unique in this
regard, and I think some day you will realize just how unique. I have
previously. If they talked for any time, she undoubtedly remembers
where the person lives, the family history, the names of the person’s
children, and his or her favorite food. Your memory is more like hers
than it is like mine. I hope that, like her, you use it well.
biological fatherhood was something I never envisioned. Our life totwo of my stepchildren didn’t see me as a threat to their happiness.
things work. But, to keep this story short, I should just say that we
were very close. We built a business together for twenty-three years
and did some serious investigation into Javanese mysticism. We never
spent a night apart in the thirty-plus years we were together, and her
unexpected death left me very much at loose ends. Even though she
was sixteen years older than I and I was aware that she might die
before me, I was always under the delusion that we were destined to
pass into the next chapter somewhat together.
Each day after she died, I would awaken from sleep into what I can
internal organs ripped out (too many memories from my youthful
hopefully, be my last. But, as the days turned into weeks and the weeks
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into months and then years, I found myself in a time-stop where, even
though I knew time was passing, it felt like it wasn’t. It seemed impossible that the scent of her quickly left the pillow we slept on when time
wasn’t passing at all. I remember often walking on the street rather
hoping that if a car would leap the curb and do me in, I would see it
coming and so be able to enjoy the wonderful release that would be
happening. I never once thought seriously about suicide, as the thought
seemed way too sacrilegious considering the happiness I had already
been given. I lost all appetite and probably thirty pounds, but never did
get sick for even a day — even though I would have enjoyed it.
had to admit that my memory of the past was inadequate to sustain
the type of love I once had — especially because our relationship had
been so physical and now I could not conceive of her essence without
a physical body and, most especially, because I had to give up thinking male and female. Realizing how inadequate my memory was and
that nothing whatsoever still had meaning for me, I found myself
at the edge of madness. It was only when I realized that my former
existence had been sustained in large part by conceit (the belief that I
knew what my fate would be and could conquer any obstacle) that I
gave up. That was when I had to give up everything I thought, loved,
wanted, and remembered.
I recall the night I submitted again to the universe. I was on my
knees when I submitted to that power I had always known was within
me, which had been so benevolent it allowed me to believe that all my
tests had been given. In the days that followed, I realized I had attained
a state of mind that was probably as close to Buddhism’s “beingness”
as I would ever experience. I was without desire, anger, fear, hope, and
loneliness. It didn’t last for long, though. I was soon given the feeling
that I would probably have to swim again in the ocean of life.
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All of this might give you an idea of why I was feeling a little fear
of my own death. Having my seventieth birthday fall in the same
week probably brought that stupid fear into sharper focus. To think
about you and your mother having to experience some of those same
feelings about losing me was not easy. But I saw it that afternoon,
made the determination to delete that feeling, and was back in present time before your mom suspected I was gone. I guess I got a little
ego burst knowing that physical things were working so well, but I
think it may take a little while to delete that fear of death — what with
being back full time in this world of loving. Also, I think I must have
said somewhere in the past that seventy was “old,” and it stuck in my
mind. So there’s another item for the garbage heap. Will work on it.
In the second year of stop-time, after I had given up, I happened
to read a book by Paul Theroux, telling of his adventures traveling

to eastern Indonesia and the islands around Halmahera, Ternate, Banda, Nusa Laut, Kei, and Ambon. I had some thought about paddling
off the edge of the world and disappearing, but I ran into your mom
instead and found a bowmate who sang the sweetest songs. You know
about that singing thing.
I remember the day I fully returned to now-time. It was a night
I had been camping alone on the small, deserted island of Naf in the
Kei islands. I woke up about one in the morning on a full-moon night
and decided to paddle to Kei Kecil by the light of the moon — midnight paddling being something I had never done. It was a perfectly
still, shirtless night with a slightly undulating ocean beneath me,
unusually brilliant stars and moon above, and a paddle that dipped
phosphorescent droplets into my wake. The ocean had slowly healed
me over the previous weeks. Better said, the ocean had opened me,
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slowly and tenderly. On that night of perfect stillness, when the air
caressed me and the earth cradled me in its arms, something
happened. It happened in that place beyond words — just there.
Since I have been talking about death and the fear of it, I will tell
you another story. It may not give you any less apprehension about
your appointment with the grim reaper, but it will be food for thought.
nightmare she had from the earliest age she could remember. She always woke from the nightmare screaming and could only be consoled
after many minutes in the arms of her father. The dream was always
the same. It started with her being bound and dragged by horses
across a desert, and it ended with her sealed in total darkness inside a
cave. When she grew older and saw pictures of Egypt, she recognized
the setting of her dream.
Soon after Leonie died, a friend who thought I needed consolation
gave me the phone number of someone in Southern California who
supposedly had the ability to channel a spirit by the name of Merlin.
Merlin was said to give good counsel. Well, to honor the request of a
good friend as much as anything, I called. I have always been openminded about most things anyway. I called not as a skeptic or as a
believer, I guess, but in hope of some relief from my emptiness. After
I paid her fee, the woman who channeled Merlin slipped into a rather
strange voice. I was given a fair amount of what I felt at the time
were rather useless generalities about life and the universe — none of
which I found outside my belief system, however. After this, Merlin
asked me if I had any questions. I had none, because most all things
were meaningless in my state of mind.
the hospital twenty-four hours a day and watching medical incompetence bring my wife’s life to an end. So I asked Merlin what those
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“You and she were husband and wife in your last lives. You were an
overseer of slaves in Egypt and your wife was a slave. Because such
relations were forbidden, you lived secret lives and had two illegal
children. When you were found out, your wife was taken from you,
and you never saw her again. When this happened, you swore that if
you ever found her again you would never leave her, and you never
stopped looking.” This did not give me any solace whatsoever, maybe
just the opposite. But I am relating it now because it is an interesting
story about reincarnation and is at least a strange coincidence.
When we were visiting your cousins one Thanksgiving, I read
a book called “The Life of Pi” by Yann Martel, where I ran across
something the author wrote about fear. I liked it a lot, so thought I
would pass it on to you.
as shakes you to your foundation, such as you feel when you are
brought face to face with your mortal end, nestles in your memory
like a gangrene: it seeks to rot everything, even the words with which
hard to shine the light of words upon it. Because if you don’t, if your
fear becomes a wordless darkness that you avoid, perhaps even
manage to forget, you open yourself to further attacks of fear because
you never truly fought the opponent who defeated you.”
A warrior mind does not avoid fear, but searches it out. When
found, fear should feel like a challenge slap in the face to the warrior
and the ensuing duel like the beginning of a journey to the world’s
best vacation spot.
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t has been a week since I discovered my fear of the effect of my
dying on you and your mom. I seem to have thrown it out, mostly.
Today, another perfect day, when I was admiring my fourteen
fuchsia plants in full bloom in all their baskets, I thought of a metaphor
that I had been looking for to relay my thinking to you about God. I
have left this God stuff for later — I guess, thinking we might get into it
conversationally. We haven’t yet, so I am writing down some things.
I already know you are not impressed by some people’s thinking on
God, especially as the Big Dude in the sky. I have had to catch myself
before criticizing you when you tell your friends that you do not believe
in God, though I know you’re just being truthful about other people’s
conceptions. I know you do not accept beliefs that are not based on
with most religions, I am happy to say that I too believe in God. Even
though I know that God means a million different things to a million
different people.
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When someone speaks of God, I know that his or her concept of
God is probably very different from mine. But I am not lying. For me,
God is just the most powerful, pure force in the universe. My human
attempt to conceive this inconceivable force, though rather like that
the drawbridge,” is a valuable attempt, as is the attempt of all those
attempt to conceive the inconceivable share a special bond — and
might it be that more and more people making this attempt indicates
Although there are some who think they know completely about
God and can tell someone else, in human terms, just how God “feels”
about things, it seems to me like a way of depriving others of their own
chance to conceive the “immensity.”
I return now to the fuchsias that inspired me to write. I have always
blossoms are now making piles below the plants. If you can imagine the
them, I don’t think it is a bad metaphor for human life. I think we’ve

Maybe it’s a stretch to believe that we are not really the individuals we
think we are, but if you can make that stretch with me, how about the

call that “the universe” instead of God; no problem with me.
I believe that every thing has a unique frequency, or vibration or
essence, which can be attributed to the collection of atoms and electrical charges moving within it. That frequency cannot be seen by the
physical eye, but it can be felt. The feeling we get in the area of our
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solar plexus when we really see or feel something or someone is as
close as we often come to God. So God is always present in all things
— always. To be perceived in a feeling way. For me, church is wherever
one can get that feeling, and when someone gets real good, that will
be everywhere. Some people may have gotten there, to that all-FUN
place, but I haven’t yet met them.
That’s my best guess. It works for me. I like it because it values
that feeling of pure joy that can be felt in all things in an overwhelming
beauty — when you let it. Is this feeling of pure joy-beauty-oneness
-

prayer I enjoy.
This week there was another perfect summer day, and your mom
and I both happened to say “Thank you, God” at the same time. You
know that your mom has a church-God on her mind. She’s not too sure
she wants to give up the notion of evil in opposition to God. I think this
might be because she feels bad about linking God to some of the horrors
she learns about on television. So I have taken up saying “Thank you,
God” whenever I know she fully believes me, and when we can wholeheartedly say it together at the exact same time, it is exceptionally fun.
Your mom has not fully moved toward my irreverent (in her thinking) ways of referring to God. The other day we reached a split in a
trail, and she asked me in her most phony irritated way, “Well, which
she said, “Well, I’m going this way.” I replied, “So God has told me.”
She didn’t give me any disparaging grunts. I think she sort of gets my
though, when I drop something and, when questioned, say “God did
it.” That’s still a ways off in her thinking. But I haven’t given up.
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have that thank-you-God feeling more and more often. Once you had
a homework assignment to write down the religious items in our house.
I wonder if your unusual teacher had fun with the Hindhu, Buddhist,
and Animist items. You were not exactly happy that I did call these
“religious” items but then also suggested that you should list chairs and
Zelda’s crate as religious items as well. So I didn’t press it. Maybe I
should have. But you might not want that kind of attention in class. I
know I wouldn’t have. On this topic of religious items, some religions
believe certain items are God, while others believe that such items are
depictions of God, and still others believe that certain people and items
If you forced me to pick something physical to worship, it would be
the sun. We can’t conceptualize its size or power. We also can’t actually
feel it, only its effect. Without the sun, of course, there would be no life

to stand in the sun with the slightest breeze serving as a towel. It’s an
excellent opportunity for your mom to overhear me say “Thank you,
God.” Now that you know my feelings about the sun, you will understand why I sort of cringe when some people try to instill fear about
the sun. Like many powerful things, the sun can kill you very fast, but
insinuating that the sun causes disease, when negative emotions cause
disease, borders on blasphemy in my religion. Also, the belief that a
“sunblock” will protect someone likely means that a little fear button is
pushed when these people venture into sun or put on sunblock. Fear
I have lately seen a lot of discussion on the Internet about the
debate over free choice. Whether we, in fact, have any real choice
to make in life regarding our actions or even a choice about what
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we think. Finding the answer seems to be a formidable task for philosophers and scholars — though not, apparently, for most people of
religion who have a belief in God’s granting of free will.
I have only my past experiences to relay to you in this regard.
I do believe that my dreams of the future are good evidence, at least
for me, that although I might think of myself as special, my fellow
humans’ futures must be as foreordained as my own. For how can one
Of course my memory and sanity should probably be questioned, and
multiple overlapping universes as an explanation for such things. But
it was too much for my limited mind, so I am going to go with no free
will at this point. It also has something to do with an occasion when I
was monitoring my brain waves and muscle innervation on a biofeedback machine and I realized that impulses reached my muscles just
a split second before a thought even entered my consciousness. That
has never been explained to me very well at all.
So if everything is only the product of what has gone before,

because we have no choice, I suppose.
It feels to me like I have to do what I have to do but I also have
the feeling that I have the choice to watch or not watch what I am
doing. And when I become the watcher as well as the doer I think
I see things in a fun way that I could not if I were thinking I was in
complete control.
So, I feel that watching myself (my thinking and my actions) is
my choice. But that choice is probably only an illusion as well because
my ability to make that choice was really only possible because of my
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genetic makeup, where I was born and how I was raised as well as
all the input I received from all the people I have ever met and all the
experiences I have had. So even that choice is likely not a true choice.
There is on old Indonesian fable about a scorpion stuck on an island in a swollen river. A water buffalo swims by and the scorpion asks
for a ride to the far shore, promising that he will not sting the buffalo
because that would cause both their deaths. The buffalo agrees to be a
ferry but then halfway across the river the scorpion stings the buffalo.
The buffalo asks why the scorpion did it and the scorpion replies, “It is
in my nature.” He could have said, “It is our fate.”
Now, if we are all part of some gigantic stage-crafted multimillennial event, what could be the Universe’s point or God’s point, if you

will land and tell us.
Whether you ever read this when you are older and whether
you ever have a need to employ any of this warrior mind thinking is
rather beside the point. Because of these words I have written you
you may not. But, these words are part of all that went before. If they
are meant to have meaning to someone, they will. Or not.
I would imagine that most religionists have a hard time imaginnable pain and suffering. But, could we be where we are now without
brink of being a human family — a still very dangerous human family
to be sure, but then, danger seems to bring about serious change. And
what if someday we were to awaken from life on earth with the same
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feeling we have when we awake from a dream or nightmare and say,
“Wow, what a dream!”
I always remember a saying of the old peyotero I knew. He said:
“When we awake from this dream of man, we will know the Great
Spirit as the clouds know the sky.”
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f anger is the modern world’s most pressing problem and fear the
most debilitating, I nominate loneliness as the next most important

dedicated individual and make a person sick. It is one of those painful
emotions that get locked away, and it’s a great contributor to Alzheimer’s.
When I was footloose and kayaking solo around the eastern islands
of Indonesia, I made a temporary home on Ambon, shortly before I
met your mother. I hung out with the Silooy family in Amahusu mostly
by the shore across the bay from where our house is now. Om Cepu
built me a palapa-style shack about a thousand feet up in the mountains on a prominence that overlooks Ambon Bay and the Banda Sea.
From there I was in a position to see some of the world’s most beautiful
sunsets while sitting in the midst of a clove forest. When the trees were
in bloom, I experienced sights and smells beyond the limits!
up the mountainside. Everyone knew me by name, the Buleh Om
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Bill, and would shout their friendly greetings to me as I passed. But it
wasn’t too long before I found out that they were all concerned about
my sanity and wondered when I would completely lose it. As my skills
with the language there improved, I could eventually hold some meaningful conversations. The topic almost always got around to the point
that I shouldn’t be going up into the mountains alone. It just wasn’t
done. Of course, I asked why. Were there dangers, such as poisonous
the perfect stillness and beauty of nature I was enjoying was not “normal.” They said I should be with someone, even if we didn’t have much
to talk about. There was some mention of spirits and ghosts, which was
mostly their concern about being alone in the mountains. But it was
my desire for solitude that caused them to question my sanity.
I have returned to Ambon often, before and after I met your
mother — at least six times with you. On occasion, for my own fun, I
still ask the locals what is the most horrible thing that they can imagine
happening to them. Without exception, they always say “being alone.”
The Ambonese are, for the most part, one big family. They consider
the island’s inhabitants brothers and sisters whose children belong to
all of them. Maybe such a feeling is in your blood too. And although
my experience isn’t all that vast, I wonder if it isn’t the rule more than
the exception that people who live close to nature and one another are
more rooted in reality when it comes to understanding the importance
of being a member of a family, a tribe, a village, or a church.
There is some emerging evidence that those who have large social
support groups have a better chance of surviving serious illness than
those who do not. A study I read about last week found that lonely
people have elevated blood pressures. Exactly why that should be I
leave to someone else to puzzle out. What I know is that chronic negative emotions always affect our health. Being alone is not something I
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have had to experience much in my life. I have always found it enjoyable to be alone with nature, which doesn’t feel like being alone to me.
But I can imagine not having the company of others to return to when
I want, and that does not seem all that inviting an experience.
I suspect we have all been programmed for survival reasons to
want to have the support and protection of the group. Other primates
have been known to wither and die when removed from their group,
and humans who don’t have the opportunity to communicate with
others have been known to sometimes get very weird.
I strongly believe that when grieving the loss of a loved one, having a close-knit family or group of friends is the best antidote for the
loss and shortens the grieving process. Maybe my grieving time would
have been shorter if I had not been in the solitary place I found myself.
Whatever the reasons, we seem to need each other. In a society where
smaller families and isolation from others is becoming the norm, it’s
probably a good idea to pay more attention to loneliness rather than
accommodating it as the way things are these days.
Although the way to eliminate other negative feelings is to accept
them as a valid feeling and then let them go as useless, the grief of
losing someone is an emotion that usually takes some time to let go —
maybe quite a long time before it can be set aside.
I would theorize that the closeness of people in Ambon decreases
the likelihood of their having to block negative thoughts and emotions. It is easy to hide feelings and thoughts from one another in the
West. It is impossible in Ambon. There are no secrets; everyone knows
almost everything about everyone else. When there is a shocking event
in someone’s life, there is always a huge support group that offers the
help of the church and the community. Awful life events are talked
about often. The more awful and shocking an event, the more it is commented on in the context of God’s inscrutability. All events are looked
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the weather in China, everyone in Ambon is affected by any event. We
are social creatures. To deny that fact and not do everything possible
to ensure that our children learn to be comfortable in a group will have
bad consequences. Ideally, good groups will be available.
I am so pleased that you and I are still physically close. We still
hold hands often, and we both still throw around a lot of hugs and
kisses. I don’t know how long that behavior will last in public — as I
write this you’re in junior high and under scrutiny by your peers, but
I hope that at least in private we can continue to be sometime handholders. One day while on the deck of an interisland ship at the dock
in Banda, I watched two older guys, who obviously knew something
about rough life, standing, gazing into the distance, holding hands and
other for a long time and were catching up. Maybe they were brothers.
naturally to them. It is very different from what we are used to seeing
in the United States, other than in sexual relationships. I have seen this
behavior often in eastern Indonesia. It is not something that is done just
to be sociable, never to be sexual, but to express closeness in family or
friendship. Why it is that we guys around here still look at such closeness between males as unmanly must be an interesting article on the
Internet somewhere.
You may have realized by now that our family sleeping habits in
the States were unusual in the context of suburban life. I doubt if any
of your friends slept with their parents until they were ten years old.
We had kept you in the big bed with us as long as possible. It was pure
FUN for all those years. But with puberty approaching, it worked out
and you got your own bedroom.
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During my stays in Ambon, I have enjoyed the sleeping conventions there, which is mostly about crashing wherever possible and
whenever. The tropics send irresistible sleep urges that are almost like
getting hit over the head. Beds are always in short supply, with many
children and relatives in the same house. There is no “undressing” for
bed in Ambon — maybe taking off a good shirt and pants for wrinkle
protection, but that’s about it. Beds are a shared item by as many as
around with Om Cepu and his brass band to different islands, where
we all had to sleep in a few rooms or on porches. The men often slept in
somewhat separate spaces, but it always felt like a coed scout camping
trip to me, with young and old, male and female, spread out on beds
The more I watched the Ambonese sleeping, the more I saw the

was young, I distinctly remember the feeling of being alone in the
dark at night. It was good for more than a few nightmares. I am
told that Ambonese children do not have those nightmares and I
can only remember one or two that you ever had. That could only
be good. At night there I often felt like I had been transported back
togetherness that I would never have felt otherwise. Although I
can completely understand why young parents would want to have
privacy and their personal space, I didn’t think shutting you out of
anything unless it was completely necessary was optimal for any of
us. (And it was very nice that you were always a great sleeper and
that we had a spare bedroom).
I know that loneliness may seem outside the realm of a warrior,
but it is not. We may believe that we can be strong and healthy solitary
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warriors, but science is proving that it is not so. Pay attention and look
deep within and I think you will also realize that providing antidotes
to the loneliness of others strengthens the warrior mind in more
ways than one.
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O

ne day we had a talk about your Family Life class and
HIV and a little about drugs, but we haven’t had any deep
discussion about drugs yet. I think you will soon be asking
me more about the matter, but for now we are a little ways off from
your curiosity cresting on the subject. I want to write as much as I
can on the matter for your later reference.
I know that most parents will scare their children about drugs to
keep them away from that modern-day temptation. I will also try that
somewhat lacking, I will be as honest as possible here. After all, I have
always tried to encourage you to see reality as more complex than just
black and white or good and evil.
I have some learning to pass on about drugs based on my own
experiences and those of friends and acquaintances I have met over the
years. Although I have never experienced an addiction, I have seen it
up close, daily, for the past forty or so years. I think I can make some
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reasonable observations about why some people lose themselves and
their lives to drug abuse. I classify drug use into three categories: for
medical reasons, for pleasure, and for learning.
Taking prescribed medications for an illness would seem to be the
least dangerous of the three reasons for drug use, and it is certainly the
most popular. But remember that if one relies on medications, when the
cause of one’s illness is a negative emotion, there can be an addiction
occurring. Medications can help overcome unbearable symptoms while
one also attempts to discover the emotional imbalance causing a problem. The medication may become a dependency, but it is better than
giving up and becoming helpless and powerless to resolve the problem.
But there are also many types of medications, especially painkillers,
that can quickly create addictions because of their pleasurable effects.
One problem with modern medicine is that it often relies solely
on drugs to solve problems, when those problems are rooted in emotional disharmony. Medications to combat pain and that push the
pleasure center buttons are usually the most addictive. When they
also shut down the part of the brain that holds negative emotions, they
are extremely addictive for many people. They are like temporary,
mini-doses of Alzheimer’s disease with an additional feature of ecstatic
feel-good. For people who have negative feelings chasing them daily,
the relief from that pain coupled with a good feeling that they have lost
the ability to achieve naturally makes them susceptible to addiction.
The blocking of negative emotions is even more dangerous than the
pleasure stimulation. Teaching children to know and understand their
emotions and to know how to be happy naturally is the only cure for
the problem of drug addiction.
The most addictive of the feel-good drugs are the opiates and their
derivatives; cocaine follows, and then amphetamines and alcohol.
Opiates are usually ugly drugs. They are physically and emotionally
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addictive. The body needs the drug to prevent withdrawal symptoms,
which are extremely unpleasant though not usually deadly. But the
withdrawal symptoms are so unpleasant that they can make someone
desire death over the suffering they are enduring. Before too long, I
hope to introduce you to some habitual heroin and meth abusers, and
I am fairly certain that one look at their physical appearance will have
the desired effect of dissuading you from ever becoming a user.
I went to nursing school with a good friend by the name of Joe
who became addicted to heroin. He was a brilliant guy, a straight-A
student, and a health-nut vegetarian who was also a gym rat. He tried
opium when he traveled in the Far East and used heroin sparingly and
always with the utmost sterility and caution over the years that I knew
him. He was also a good carpenter and helped me rebuild a bathroom
and front porch at our house on D Street. He liked to get high and
work. After graduating from nursing school, we both went on to work
at San Quentin Prison for two years and then at the San Francisco
jails. After that, he went to work in law enforcement, and we didn’t see
much of each other for a couple of years. You happened along and kept
me busy too. One day we met by chance at the jail booking area and
talked about Jerry Garcia and his addiction. Joe told me that, like
Jerry Garcia, he found it very hard to stop using, even though he
wanted to. I thought he was probably one of the few people in the
world who was strong enough and able to know moderation and
restraint when it came to opiates. But one day after we had visited, he
shot and killed himself. I was aware of some of the negative feelings he
was carrying around but I didn’t realize the depth of those feelings. He
always acted fearlessly and only spoke of his past life occasionally. I
know it was his past feelings of being betrayed that killed him — with
an assist from the needle, of course, and some chronic pain from a back
injury. He left behind a beautiful wife and a young son.
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Methamphetamine is an extremely seductive and addictive drug,
even when not smoked or used intravenously. There are many suburban housewives as well as night-shift workers, students, long-haul
drivers, nurses, cops, Hollywood writers, et al., who use these stimulants regularly. It is especially seductive because it makes the tedious
and boring activities of life enjoyable and provides the energy to do
those things. But the mental or physical activity that they stimulate
can cover up thinking about and feeling what is negative. I have seen
strong and healthy twenty-year-olds reduced to rotten skin, teeth,
and bones within a year. Meth take a tremendous toll on the body by
diverting energy away from normal functioning. A nervous energy
develops that has a detrimental effect on appetite, good nutrition, and
hydration. Like cocaine, methamphetamine causes hyperactivity of the
nervous system and has a tendency to push anger buttons, decrease
tolerance to stress, make someone self-centered and thus less empathic
with others. Which is why many mothers and fathers have become
such unsuccessful parents when they are users.
Alcohol is the most abused drug. It has been around the longest
and is the most affordable. In small doses it seems to have a rather
problem with alcohol is that it is very effective in shutting off negative
grief, anger, guilt, shame, or fear are especially susceptible to becoming alcoholics. The second problem is that alcohol has a tendency to
make drinkers stupid along the way. They eventually lose the ability to
function responsibly, sometimes becoming killers on the road. Again,
the only way to prevent alcohol abuse is to raise children to understand
and regulate their emotions without having to block them.
Unfortunately, those most susceptible to overusing and abusing
alcohol are adolescents and young adults, especially those with low
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emotional intelligence. They often are beset by feelings of shame about
such things as their appearance, sexual urges, and fear of an uncertain
future. Alcohol can block all that negativity while at the same time
releasing inhibitions and thus allowing someone to have fun without
worry. That is, until sobriety brings a return to the stresses of reality.
If that period of intoxication resulted in an activity that feels shameful
when sober, that person has another negative feeling to block out.
A person who holds anger, even quite secretively, is likely to be
angry and even violent when drunk. Alcohol temporarily but ineffectively lets loose the angry demons. Those feelings will soon return to
their dwelling place with an ever greater need to be blocked. The same
dynamic is at work with guilt, shame, grief, loneliness, boredom, and
other suppressed emotions. They will all require blocking over and over
again unless they can be exorcised. If you know someone with a drinking problem, you can only really help by addressing the negative feelings
a method to address those feelings themselves. Submitting to a Higher
Power, as is done in AA, seems to be the only effective alternative to
introspection can be combined with the acceptance that accompanies
submitting to a Higher Power and accepting one’s frailties, I would think

causes need to be understood before the body can function unhindered.
The last category of drugs I classify as “learning drugs.” These
drugs can be overused and abused for other purposes, including pleasure. They are mostly not fun to partake of, however, and in fact can
be quite un-fun in their ability to bring up one’s most negative feelings.
These drugs include peyote, mushrooms, and ayahuasca, as well as
other such entheogens. They are used in shamanic medicine to resolve
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and physical well-being. With the direction of a shaman or someone
skilled in their use, they can be an effective tool for healing, although
the healing that occurs is often accompanied by considerable psychic
turmoil, albeit short-lived in clock-time.
The barrier between the spirit world, or the universe of the mind,
and everyday reality ceases to exist. Those seriously out of balance could
some of these people who probably thought all drugs were for fun but
learned otherwise too late. I am a proponent of such drug use only under
certain circumstances. They are for the serious individual who is intent
some serious emotional upheaval in order to heal. Entheogens can be
I should say something about LSD, which can be a serious learning
It has been overused and abused for purposes other than self-improvement. I have seen people who have used it, or something they thought
In the early sixties my parents had a friend named Pamela, who
worked at one of the science labs at Stanford University when reremarkable experiments with a new psychiatric drug that seemed
to open up different realities. Pamela and I became friendly, though
she was probably twenty years older than I was and we were never
very close. She had a house in Acapulco, where I spent one glorious
vacation. I never took LSD with her, but she did obtain some vials of
laboratory-pure liquid LSD for me to try. She provided these vials for
vial in my parents’ refrigerator for whenever they wanted a “religious”
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experience, but I had to throw it out when it sat unused for about two
years.) A psychiatric drug such as LSD was not entirely new to me
because of my interest in shamanism.
It has been a long time since those days when LSD was legal, and
yond my ability to convey verbally, even then. I have found that unlike
synthetic entheogens, “natural” entheogens induce visual and mental
visions that can be more easily deciphered and held in the conscious
mind even after they wear off. In other words, you can experience the
“hallucination” that a certain emotion produces and interact with that
hallucination in a meaningful way that illuminates the root cause of the
emotion. So, what you learn about your thoughts and emotions can
be more easily remembered and transferred to daily life. At least that’s
been my experience. Nonetheless, from what I have read and been
of the reports of its use with the terminally ill sound very promising. I
think its popularity in the sixties had as much to do with the times as it
get carried away with delving into realms of the unknown. With LSD
there can be many realms of the unknown. Whether their explorations
I found it strange that Timothy Leary was not more concerned with
health issues, but then, different people have different areas of interest.
Marijuana is a borderline drug among the three drug types. It is
is more than mild. For some it can enhance pleasure, so it can also be
considered a pleasure drug. Maybe it should have its own category.
never heard about marijuana. So I think I can be forgiven for thinking
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that I was partaking of a holy sacrament known as mota. I was eighteen
and had just “run away” to Mexico on the beginning of my journey to

place where I could be locked away for an aspect my “religion”), it was
nine years before the Woodstock Festival and the dawning of the pot
revolution. Marijuana could be smoked openly in a movie theater in San
Francisco with almost no one being the wiser. There was always some
fear of serious prison time, which spoiled the pure fun but probably
increased the thrill. Many of us wondered what would happen if mota
ever caught on with the general population. Some of my acquaintances
thought it would spur a great social and religious revival, while others
foresaw an inquisition. For a while there was a social revolution. Mota
was a time when many people became socially aware, equal rights were
Woodstock. And then came coke.
After marijuana in the sixties, cocaine followed. To a populace wise
to the lies about “dangerous drugs” like marijuana, cocaine deluded us
into thinking we had another safe mind-altering substance. We learned
too late that coke could be deadly. For many users, it was just another
means of temporary and ineffective escape from negative feelings, and
it left people sick and psychotic. In spite of this, mota managed to gain
popularity, creating an underground economy that now dwarfs most
countries’ GNP.
We suspected that something big, good or bad, would be created if
marijuana became popular, but we never imagined medical marijuana
dispensaries. I feel somewhat like your great-grandmother, who was
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have worked at a very inner-city medical clinic, and I have seen a lot
of potheads who contrive or exaggerate symptoms to stay stoned all
day. But I also believe, from listening to many people and from my
own experience with back trauma, that marijuana alleviates pain, gives
HIV patients an appetite, and helps with the nausea that accompanies
cancer treatment, among other ailments. I believe the abuses are trivial
dealing with the causes and possibly the prevention of many diseases,
including Alzheimer’s.
I don’t know to what extent you will be interested in self-improvement or need to address health issues. Of course, I hope you will be
extremely healthy and you might be more interested in exploring or
changing the external world than concentrating on the inner workings of
things — especially if I have already been able to help put you in touch
with your emotional side. But because time and life have a tendency to
cause most of us some degree of stress, I will give you my best advice in
case you might want to use mota for that purpose. I don’t mean to say
that mota should be used solely for better health, even though I think
that that might be its most valuable property. But, when people use it for
recreation, I don’t think it would be a bad idea to view the experience in
the context of “learning.” After all, learning can be FUN, and FUN is
as important for our health as sex, food, and physical activity.
Mota — It is interesting how some things stick in one’s memory
over the years. It is that way for me with mota, even though it was well
mota religious experience. Cannabis, or marijuana, has always remained
“mota” to me, probably because of all the pleasant memories and fun
people I met all those years ago when it was mota. Native Americans
knew the power places, and Mexican cabbies knew the sunset places
and midnight taco stands. So I will use the term mota for cannabis.
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When I say that I only smoke mota for a religious experience, you
probably see my seemingly devious reasoning — what with my wanting
to say that Zelda’s crate is a religious item! After all, what shouldn’t be
have as many religious items as my religion, and many of theirs can
even be scary. But I am talking about my religious experiences here
(all good, of course), and when I speak about mota, I must say that
mota can be excellent FUN. I will tell you how I have fun with it.
You can take or leave what you want.
Mota can effectively focus your attention on something. That
something can be something you’ve seen so much that over time you
no longer clearly see it. It can be anything from a tree and the inner
branches you never noticed to a certain smile on someone’s face that
you never appreciated before. It can be the complexity or subtlety of a
musical performance you never appreciated before or a nagging feeling
inside yourself that you never took the time to examine. It might be the
to heighten my focus in this FUN way.
Many would say this heightened perception is just a drug high and
holds no value because it is an illusion or a hallucination. I would say
that such a way of perceiving is due to a drug high, but that that kind
of perception might well be the way something should always be perceived — with focused attention. I think it might be a good idea to pay
attention and try to duplicate that kind of perception when we are not
We can learn to see in a more focused way every day if we practice
that same focus. I am not talking about visual focus only, but also about
emotional focus — the feelings we have and what gives rise to them.
There should be an appreciation of all feelings and the thoughts they
spring from. Feelings can be focused on and clearly seen just as easily
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as visual objects, music, taste, and other physical sensations. All we
need to do is learn to pay attention.
This skill of focused perception has to be given the chance to
develop, however. Enjoying the drug high but forgetting the learning
potential of the experiences is wasteful. Why shouldn’t a sunset be just
we enjoy listening to music with friends just as much as we do when we
diversity of life and the wonder of all things is a useless activity, whether
should be perfected throughout the years during downtime. For many,
drugs. (Rastafarians believe it is good to keep that drug focus going.)
But I would argue otherwise. If one does not separate mota time from
downtime, it is too easy to wall off negative emotions and to develop
an unhealthy addiction.
Our fun time will increase in direct relation to the negative emotions
we face and release. Eventually, each day we can perceive with more
can be seen and felt with true clarity, a clarity accompanied by positive
emotions such as happiness, gratitude, and love. I have always found the
contrast between the “regular” world and the mota world to be FUN. As
a result, my mota religious experiences have been spread out over time.
If you do not contrast the difference in seeing and feeling between the
two worlds, or experiences, you risk losing the learning opportunity.
I have an old and very perceptive friend who is a therapist. She
told me she thinks certain popular psychiatric drugs such as Prozac
are unburdened of a debilitating way of thinking and feeling, they can
then more ably chart a satisfying non-drug life path toward “normal”
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because “normal” can be experienced. This is how I also see the most
mildly crazy to see and feel “normally” and to see in what ways thinking and feeling can become more awarely focused more often.
Any mind-altering substance used for immediate, temporary, and
safe fun should have harmless consequences, if not enlightening ones,
because fun is the appreciation of things without negative emotions.
But if having fun with that drug originates from a desire to escape
a bad feeling, the substance, even mota, can be addictive. The mind
will crave relief from serious negative feelings, however that relief can
be attained. If someone were to ingest mota every time he or she was
bored or angry, for instance, an addiction would likely develop.
The more severe the negative feelings are, the stronger the drug
will have to be to cover them. I believe this means that all those with
opiate and alcohol dependencies have the most ferocious negative
feelings nipping at their heels. Those feelings may well be fangs imbedded in their necks, if I can use a Zelda metaphor here. So it is always a
good idea to be emotionally aware of why you do anything. This is why
the only effective deterrent parents have when it comes to preventing
addiction in their children is to know how their children are feeling,
being especially aware of their negative emotions. Happy children are
not only physically healthy but also more immune from drug addiction.
Many people I have talked with have given up their youthful smoking of mota because it brings up unpleasant negative emotions like fear
and grief. Maybe instead of avoiding those feelings by avoiding mota,
they should use mota, on occasion, to evaluate their emotional health.
A warrior will always be aware of emotional triggers and will avoid
compensating for negative feelings through the use of any substance or
activity, ESPECIALLY drugs.
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do not consider myself an expert on guilt or shame, so I am not
going to spend much time on these. What I can say is this: I believe
we have guilt built into us for good reasons. Shame, on the other
hand, is entangled in a negative feeling, which often is the outcome of
someone else’s need for power or security. Shame is of no good use.
Throughout our evolution, I believe we humans have developed a
sense that certain actions go against the will of the group, a group that
One should feel guilt when one harms another or does something that
obstructs the group’s survival. Most of us know and feel, somewhere
deep inside ourselves, a human morality. Most of those who wantonly
destroy, whether aware of it or not, will, on a certain level, feel the guilt
imposed by the group. Some disregard the wrath of the group because
they don’t feel part of the group. Others seem to want to prove that the
group is inferior to them; I suspect these people have stored way too
many negative emotions way too early in life.
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My simple advice to you about guilt is that if you feel guilty about
anything, do whatever it takes to rectify what you know you have
done. However, if someone feels bad because of who he or she is, that
is shame. Shame is feeling less about oneself. It has a very inward focus
drains one’s energy. It is often taught to people at an early age, often by
family members who unwittingly (or not) use it to elicit a behavior that
If you or anyone you know is experiencing shame in any degree
(not guilt for actually doing something wrong), my advice is to seek
Shame is a very debilitating feeling and always causes a disruption in

Shame lowers self-esteem and leads directly to anger. When someone
feels lower than someone else, he or she is bound to feel stepped on,
hurt and angry.
Along the lines of group guilt and its resolution, I want to tell you
about a time in the early seventies. I happened to be staying in Depok,
where your uncle is living as I write this, near Jakarta. I happened
to meet the then head of the Jakarta “highway patrol.” I was a police

interpretation of when to stop and go, and the only rule of the road
seemed to be to go as fast as possible whenever possible. It is safe to
say that bad drivers did not survive long. And yet everything worked.
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seemed to understand my amazement. He laughed when telling
me about his greatest failure: the painting of double yellow lines
where passing wasn’t allowed. He very soon stopped having those
lines painted.
My question was, what happened in the case of a motor vehicle
accident, especially because there was no such a thing as insurance. He
told me that was not a problem, as the involved parties resolved any
dispute among themselves. It was only later I observed this resolution
in practice, when I would see people seated alongside the roadway
and their damaged cars, having lengthy conversations. I was told that
agreements were always arrived at and compensation by the responsible party might involve monetary payment or even manual labor for
a length of time. If an accident resulted in death, someone might pledge
a lifetime of servitude.
Now, much of this behaviour can probably be attributed to the
belief in possible psychic retribution or “black magic,” but I think it
also has to do with old, old animist beliefs that decreed what was right
for group morality. Java was then, and may well still be, the most populated place on Earth. The people have lived so closely together for so
long that everyone seems to know the hazards of living without having
certain explicit, though unwritten, laws. It is probably because of such
unwritten understandings that anger is never outwardly expressed and
one never hears a violent argument or shouted threats. It is very unlike
occur at any time.
But, that holding in of emotions, though making for a very
pleasant and cooperative human environment, might have some
unpleasant consequences. It was on the island of Java that the term
“amok,” as in “running amok,” originated. It is when someone “loses it,”
grabs a sword or knife and attempts to kill as many people as he can
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run across. Once subdued, that amok person is generally held
blameless, the victim of a temporary insanity, or possession, beyond
one’s control. It doesn’t happen that often, however. I have only
heard stories.
Several people have told me that my belief that people are
completely responsible for their own health is akin to blaming the victim
in the same way rape victims might be blamed for the clothes they wear
or the way they walk, and by doing so I would be instilling guilt or
shame. But what I am really trying to convey is that we all have great
power over our own lives and we never have to feel victimized by fate.
Those who feel shame or guilt because they have become sick, and
realize that guilt and shame under such circumstances (and usually
always) are debilitating and useless negative emotions that, once brought
to realization, should be dealt with by a warrior mind and deleted.
was asked to play an unfamiliar game, there would be many missteps
because of not knowing the rules. Shame or guilt for not having been
told the way the game is played is obviously silly. It is the same with
illness. Not only have the rules rarely, if ever, been made clear, it takes
a lot of practice to play the game well.
Paying attention with a warrior mind usually prevents actions that
cause guilt but the warrior mind should always be quick to rectify any
missteps. Shame must never be tolerated.
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fter the insight that I was given those many years ago, my

things that mesh with that vision and help delete negative
emotions. I will list some of the methods here. Remember, though, that
the most important thing is to be constantly aware of your emotions
and not to harbor any negative ones. If you can be aware of each negative emotion as it is arising and direct your objective warrior mind to
deleting it, that is the starting and ending place. That is a task that may
well take years to master, as we are all recipients of negative emotions
that live in our psyche. They become more apparent when you begin
to pay attention. A variety of methods facilitate the process of deleting
them, some of which have been useful to me over the years.
Way back, I thought that biofeedback should be of value not
only in giving someone insight into how the body reacts to negative
emotions but also as a training tool in slowing or stopping the mind’s
continuous thinking — in other words, in facilitating meditation.
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psychiatrist for a brief time. Circumstances decreed, however, that I
anyone, especially those with obvious stress-related medical problems,
can experience some of the physical effects on the body that thoughts
and emotions produce. And it can let someone experience a calming of
the mind that, with practice, can be reproduced whenever desired. By
also be able to help a person determine the particular thinking and
emotions responsible for a body’s disharmony.
One or more of the releasing methods I have encountered may
click with you, as they did with me. Several have been used to make
money, which is not necessarily bad, though it can interfere with their
acceptance by a wider audience.
During one vacation in Hawaii, I picked up the paperback
“Dianetics” by L. Ron Hubbard. It was lying around our rental house,
and the cover blurbs intrigued me. After reading it nonstop for a
of Hubbard’s need to create a closed vocabulary for his system, I found
his ideas to have some practical potential. Also, they employed a form
of biofeedback with “auditing.”
Some months later, I had the opportunity, after work, to drop by
the Scientology headquarters, which was then on Leavenworth Street
I could pick, and maybe try their galvanic skin response e-meter, I was
directed to a group of mostly street people looking to kick addictions
or obtain freebies. I was given some literature, though, and a personality test that would determine how much and in what areas I would
need “auditing.” It all seemed quite time-consuming to me, which was
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listed and named more levels of merit badges on a trip up the ladder
to freedom than seemed reasonable. I also suspected that each level of
advancement probably came at a price I did not even want to calculate,
so I passed on Dianetics.
“church” to avoid the IRS (why not come down on all churches for the
reasonable method of facilitating the achieving of health and happiness seemed to have morphed into one of the world’s hungriest pyramid
schemes. Dianetics seems to have potential for assisting in one’s
becoming aware of negative emotions. Scientology is an entirely different ballgame. It has taken “auditing” of negative emotions and run
Forty-some years after buying a book, I still receive mailings on great
opportunities to achieve peace of mind by sailing on luxury cruises or
staying at extravagant retreats, where I can be “audited” up to the state
of “clear.” I wonder if I am listed on their books as a Scientologist. It
would probably be fun to see that world — I assume many people have
like an e-meter to audit your emotional responses to stressful negative
thoughts. Just pay close attention to those feelings in your solar plexus,
or anywhere else in your body that they manifest.
Sometime after biofeedback and Dianetics, I ran across the
teachings of Lester Levinson, whose ideas have morphed into at least
two similar methods of achieving “lasting happiness, success, peace
and emotional well-being.” The basic method consists of releasing
inappropriate thinking and emotions by “letting go.” As I understand
it, Levinson talks of releasing apathy, grief, fear, lust, anger, and pride.
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His adherents propose being aware of emotions, accepting them, and
when those emotions are found to be inappropriate and debilitating
they may be consciously released. Release can involve visualizing the
spurting out of the ground. Of course, book-length teachings and
somewhat expensive seminars in various places expand upon the
methods. All in all, though, it seems to be mostly good and maybe
worth a look if you are of a mind. I have never attended a seminar or
met anyone involved but wouldn’t mind doing so.
One branch of Levinson’s teaching, the Sedona Method, focuses a
lot on wanting and lists six steps as a distillation of Levinson’s teaching:
1. Allow yourself to want freedom more than you want approval,
control, security, and separation.
2. Decide that you can release and be free or imperturbable (achieve
your goal).
3. Allow yourself to perceive that all your feelings culminate in the
four wants: the want of approval, the want to control, the want of
security, and the want of separation. Then allow yourself to let go
of the wants.
4. Make it constant. Release wanting approval, wanting to control,
wanting security, and wanting to separate all the time, whether
you’re alone or with people
5. If you’re stuck, let go of wanting to control or change the stuckness.
6. Each time you release, you are lighter, happier, and more effective.
I found those steps on page 263 of “The Sedona Method” by
Hale Dwoskin.
Somehow, some time ago, I stumbled upon a website for EFT
(Emotional Freedom Techniques). It was the creation of a dedicated
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man by the name of Gary Craig. He evolved a method of “meridian
chi, which is the foundation of acupuncture. This method involves focusing on a debilitating emotion and, while doing so, tapping on certain
points of the acupuncture meridians. This theoretically stimulates those
points in a manner similar to the insertion of acupuncture needles. He
made his methods available to all, mostly for free, through printed material and a large library of videos. Others have employed his methods in
You probably remember that many times I have “tapped” on you
and your mother over the years, but I don’t know if you remember the
trip at Samuel Taylor Park. Kai had done something that really pushed
exactly what Kai had done, but you were in a total rage (one of only
two times I can remember you being in that state of mind). You were
group. I tapped on you three times and watched your anger melt away.
immediately playing together again as if nothing had happened. You
were beyond verbal reasoning at the time. Exactly how it works no one
has ever been able to explain to me, but I have been convinced that
something does happen with the emotional connections in the body
that causes negative stressors to be rewired. It may well have something
to do with the physical act reinforcing the desire to delete, but I also
suspect there is some sort of “electrical rewiring.”
Another time I was walking with Tycelee and her mom back to
their condo swimming pool when she fell down on the pavement
and scraped off a large patch of skin from her knee. There was a
considerable amount of blood, which I am sure was scary to a little
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girl. When Jackie ran back to their house to get some bandages,
I stayed with a screaming Tycelee. I told her I wanted to try some
magic, and I tapped on her. She immediately stopped screaming and
got a strange look of wonderment in her eyes as she looked at me.
And then she smiled. She stayed that way until her mother returned,
when she started crying again, but not nearly so forcefully. For a long
time afterward, whenever I said hi to Tycelee, she seemed to look at
me in a wondering way. Maybe it was my imagination. Tycelee is just
wonderfully different anyway.
Gary Craig has since “retired” from direct control of EFT, but
there is still an excellent website with volumes of good information,
along with Craig’s training videos. There are now several offshoots
it. Just this year I had the opportunity to meet a lady by the name of
Karin Davidson, whom you also met but probably no longer remember.
She is a dedicated and caring person with an excellent website that is
a great starting point for anyone interested in learning about EFT.
She and others have expanded on EFT by not just taking the charge
off the negative emotion but actually changing the memory of the
negative thinking that has affected the emotions. They call their
expanded method of EFT “matrix reimprinting,” and Karin is the
only master in the United States at the time I am writing this.
back when I heard of a German doctor named Ryke Geerd Hamer.
He claims to have discovered the causes of cancer. His detractors
claim malpractice and fraud on his part, but his writings indicate a
sincerity of purpose, at least. His story is fascinating, at this point
mostly as tragedy. His thinking was of special interest to me because
he found the causes of cancer to be emotional trauma. Although he is
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my layman’s grasp of many, many things), his thinking basically
aligns with my own.
To oversimplify what I can even understand, he believes he has
found that cancer is not an attack by external forces but a programmed
physical response by the body to severe and unexpected emotional
traumas. He states that these responses that we now call cancer were
once, if they aren’t still, a necessary part of human and animal survival.
In other words, cancer is a meaningful biological program of nature
and not a mistake of nature. He also states that he is able to diagnose
the exact location of cancers as well as the degree of progression of all
cancers by employing scans of the brain. He has apparently demonstrated his ability to do so.
He has been ostracized from the mainstream medical community
and even imprisoned because of his teachings. I can’t help feeling that
with many things in modern medicine, it can be almost sacrilegious to
go against a medical milieu that so many have so much invested in and
in which fear and greed play such important roles.
At the time of my writing there are two good websites on German
New Medicine, both based in Canada and both run by women who
Dr. Hamer and his work on the Internet by the time you read this.
There are several doctors, mostly in Europe, who have come out in
open support of Dr. Hamer, and some have forged onward on their
own to create similar systems.
I have heard from people and read of instances of spontaneous remissions from cancer. I am convinced that under certain circumstances
cancer can resolve on its own. Which makes me believe, at least in part,
ery of a cancer that is resolving or one that is actively progressing. If
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this is the case, one would probably pursue different strategies for
dealing with it. Dr. Hamer claims that by looking at scans of the brain,
he is able to tell if someone is in the healing phase or not. Unfortunately,
brain scans are rather expensive and not covered by insurance plans
in the treatment of cancer.
it is usually assumed that, if left untreated, the cancer will likely progress to death. The shock of such a diagnosis will, of course, be another
emotional trauma for the patient, which will likely have negative physical impacts. I believe that when one is blindsided by any traumatic
event such as an unexpected fear or loss, one should face and resolve
the negative emotion as soon as possible. The extent to which Dr.
Hamer’s teachings will ever be incorporated into mainstream medical
treatment remains to be seen. I would certainly think, though, that
or invalidate the degree to which emotional stress affects health. Such
lifelong studies could determine whether certain emotional stressors
cause certain types of illnesses. Large health providers such as Kaiser
Permanente could conduct such studies by expanding their data bases
to include emotional histories. It seems to me it would be cost-effective
in the long run.
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t the time of this writing, you haven’t yet expressed any

of years away. I am inclined to believe that you will be sexually attracted to females. But whatever will be will be. In any event,
I would like to tell you some things I have learned about women. I

conducive to the happiness of women. In fact, the modern world is

I think of the many times I have walked down the river in Ambon
with your mom, where many women squat by the shore washing
clothes. It looks like hard work. Few Westernized women would see
that scene and not think of drudgery. But if they knew the fun these
women have, sharing stories with one another and laughing long
and hard about life’s twists and turns, Westernized women might
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think again about their negative judgments. Your mom often talks
about missing those times of sharing with other women. Would these
women, like your mom, go for washing machines and dryers if they

even speak in church and at home about the need for that close togetherness, for sharing life’s burdens through church meetings, youth
groups, music, dance, and food — especially food.
attended one of the large parties that are thrown every couple of weeks
birthdays, holidays, and any other number of good excuses. These parties can have hundreds of guests, so the food preparation can take days.
Men are mostly uninvolved in the preparation other than butchering
the animals and setting up the tents and eating space. Being the only
buleh, or westerner, around always makes me an object of attention,
but it also allows me to do things other men in the village might not
think of, such as going into the kitchen at night to watch and talk to ten
or twenty women working nonstop till daybreak. It always impresses
me on these occasions just how much Western women are missing in
the way of socialization. There is spontaneous singing, almost nonstop
collection. The women have nonstop FUN all night. They do work
hard at tasks assigned by a leader, the best cook present that night, but
no task seems to be looked down upon, whether washing pots and pans
or slicing and dicing. Everyone is happy in the moment.
No doubt there are those who would doubt my evaluation of these
women’s happiness, but you have been around it enough, Sean, so
that I think you know what I am describing. I always wanted you to
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experience those happy women, and though you may not appreciate
what you have seen in the context of a worldview, I think you will
me back to another thought about Alzheimer’s disease.
I asked your mom a while back about the incidence of Alzheimer’s
in Ambon, and she could not think of a single case where any in old
age would ever forget the names of their children, where they lived, or
any of the severe memory loss that is becoming epidemic in the modern
world. In my travels in Eastern Indonesia, I have never run across it,
and the few people I have discussed it with are always amazed by my
recounting of such things in the West. I am sure that it must occur
somewhere there, but I think it is safe to say that it is nowhere near as
prevalent as we see here. It would seem an excellent idea for someone
to venture there to study why, if it is the case, this would be true. I
think that women’s happiness and those parties, weddings, funerals,
and other gatherings are a factor.
If, as I believe, Alzheimer’s disease comes from blocking memories
that are too painful to keep in one’s consciousness, one remedy would
be to never have the occasion or need to block those memories. In
Ambon, all things are shared. All grief, injuries, wrongs, illnesses,

help is always brought to bear on whatever situation is presented.
All things emotional are out in the open.
Women keep track of the emotional needs of the community with
their gatherings, and most of the time they enjoy fun and laughter
doing it. Here, one might call it gossip or nosiness, but there it is not
malicious but important business. No one suffers alone, since there is
no privacy as we know it here. Here, we tend to value privacy, but it
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it provides. In other primate societies such as the chimpanzees, it is
the females that are the moderators of emotion — grooming the angry
male or bringing two sparring factions of males together after a cona lot of good things in a trade-off for “modernity” and “equality,” and
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f anger is found in locations where there is the most manipulation, prisons and jails must be right up there near the top of
the list. But not far behind are certain elements of the military
— especially those that train for killing. Many of those units employ
extreme manipulation to condition someone’s mind to accept being
pushed around by superiors — especially to follow orders without
question. It is usually accomplished by employing a man’s need to
belong to the group as well as guilt, shame, and the fear of being
ostracised, not to mention fear of physical punishment.
Some of those superiors may realize that the suppressed anger
that they are engendering can be a valuable tool that facilitates violence
being directed at desired targets. It is much easier to demonize/ or
dehumanize the “enemy” when an unexpressed and little-understood
rage can be tapped into. It is a crude tactic often employed in the
training of killing warriors. It is necessarily employed by those who
instigate aggression against others. It is seldom needed when people
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are defending themselves or their group (family). As most men do
not have the ability to conceptualize belonging to a group as large as
all humanity, we men are very limited in our ability to withstand the
dehumanizing of other different groups.
As we have seen with some recent military actions, populations
are often manipulated by governments into believing they are being
threatened. They manipulate through fear. If, as after 9/11, even when
trying to destroy our way of life as well as kill us, it is an easy step to
irrationally enlarge that group to include anyone who even remotely
resembles the enemy. Such is the power of anger.
A book titled “Unmaking War, Remaking Men: How Empathy
Can Reshape Our Politics, Our Soldiers and Ourselves” by Kathleen
Barry about covers my feelings on this matter of manipulation by
governments, military, and the media. The book also deals with the
need for men to think less like death-dealing warriors unless there is a
need to kill (which is seldom). And as the author points out, we must
employ empathy in order to rewire the mind of man and so prevent
wars of aggression.
Aggressive or sociopathic leaders do not want the governed
(manipulated) populace to empathize with “the enemy.” But, until we
see our fellow humans as “the group,” “the tribe,” or “the family” we will
not be able to have true empathy and we will continue to be vulnerable
to manipulation through anger and fear. It is through empathy that we
will be able to be inclusive when thinking of the entire human race.
list “the ability to understand and share the feelings of another.” I
actually “share” the feelings of another, as that can cause ill health.
But, through truly understanding the feelings of others we can have
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empathy for another’s state of mind. If we have enough insight into the
complexity of our own emotions and how they affect us, we will then
appear different from us.
Being “sentimental” and trying to “ feel” someone else’s pain, grief,
fear, or loneliness serves little purpose as far as offering help goes. But,
having empathy, or an understanding of the other person’s feelings,
and conveying to that other person that he or she is included in one’s
“family” can lead to help. Being swallowed in someone else’s fear or grief
does little to help the person in need. It is the imparting of the feeling of
“belonging” that gives strength to another human being. That, and the
wisdom that can be relayed through sharing coping mechanisms. It is
I have provided health care to inmates for the last thirty or so
years and I have mostly had FUN doing it. My fun has largely derived
from the ways that inmates have made me look within myself — and
mostly in regard to anger. Now, some of these men and women have
committed the most despicable of crimes and are people I can easily
imagine that, under certain circumstances, I might have to kill without
a second thought. I somewhat hesitate to say that the empathy I feel
toward them is something like love, but I feel it in that place in my
an instant for them as I would for you, but I do feel something that I
would call a “family of man” feeling. Having untwisted my mind somewhat, I can understand a little bit the forces quite beyond their control
that have led them to where it has. Our common humanity may be
hard to see, but it is not impossible. It is often buried under years of
abandonment, mental abuse, torture, and bad luck.
I often think of Albert Einstein when he talked about “determinism” and the inevitability of some people becoming criminals when he
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said, if I may paraphrase: Even though I know it was fate that dealt
the killer his hand, I don’t have to invite him for dinner.
For tens of thousands of years men have been protectors of the
group by being killers of animals and invaders. I suspect that, like dogs
bred to point or retrieve, it is in our blood. Nurturing and empathy have
not been our strong suit for obvious reasons. But, like our primitive
emotions that were once good for survival of the human race but no
longer are, it is undoubtedly necessary now for us males to meet the
feminine mind — at least halfway. And we must all be warriors of a
different kind.
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fter almost a year and when the fuchsias are again peaking,
and just when I was about to put this writing thing to rest,
Rich and Sharon came down from Ukiah and I realized

doing some painless traveling in her later years. So score another for
EFT. But just after they left I was looking for something for them on
the Internet when I clicked on an “Extragoodshit” link to a site called
“The Browser” and an essay by one Gail Dines of Wheelock College
realized I have not given you any advice on pornography. And then
In the article by Dines, I had the feeling she was mostly lamenting
the male-centeredness of pornography as well as how much of that
world is permeated by male brutishness toward women. She didn’t
talk about the causes for male brutishness; maybe she does in her book
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“Pornland: How Porn Has Hijacked Our Sexuality.” But she made
some points that I thought were very valid regarding the negative impact that Internet pornography might have on young minds, especially
in regard to porno sex “education” and the unrealistic assumptions
that young males might be led to believe about how women enjoy sex
and how young men may be conditioned to desire certain kinds of
sexual activity.
vouyeristically participated in, the evolution of pornography. It has
provided some real FUN seeing it go from the no-no of straight, nonfull frontal nudity in Playboy magazine to the Internet and the outer
limits of almost every sex fantasy ever conceived. From early on I
thought I could see where pornography was heading as far as playing
with shame in such a way and breaking no-no barriers one step at a
time. But, that was before I even imagined something like the Internet,
which has surpassed anything I ever imagined. I really shouldn’t have
been surprised by my lack of imagination in that regard as I am pretty
much a fetish-free, female-body-admirer type of male person. The
Internet has far exceeded my relative stodginess.
But I would hope that the ugliness necessary to exorcise our
shame demons will soon lead to a better understanding of our emotional
triggers. As with illegal drugs, I want to think that putting it all out for
public (or pubic) view will, sooner than later, cause people to realize
people should probably feel guilty about taking advantage of others. But
also that playing with shame taboos is probably counterproductive in
the long run. Seems to me that only personal responsibility and emotional
health will lead to moderation in most things, including pornography.
Maybe someday there will be no pornography but only things that
some people enjoy that others will think are “silly.”
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Even though I have long been aware that the forbidden, the illicit,
and the prohibited, when combined with the sex drive, can increase
lust to the point of an addiction, even I was impressed by the extent
to which others immersed themselves in it. During the time when the
bathhouse scene in San Francisco was at its height, I worked with a
fellow nurse who used to stay out all night carousing at the clubs and
bathhouses and who used to enjoy coming to work in the morning
and regaling us straight folks with stories of things he had done and
seen the previous night. Although I will refrain from recounting most
of his stories, many seemed to center around “nastiness” (how else to
describe guests urinating on someone lying in a bathtub, for instance),
as well as a general reveling in the liberation from traditional mores.
In other words, enjoying acting promiscuously and “shamefully” was
undoubtedly a form of liberation for those who had probably experienced society’s moralistic prejudice much of their lives.
Now, the gay bathhouse scene in San Francisco was not representative of gay life in general, and it is undoubtedly wrong to draw
any certain conclusions, but I often wondered whether the epidemic
that killed that young guy and many other friends from my past might
have had something to do with the emotion of shame. I guess that’s a
stretch. Sounds sort of moralistic, too.
Although pornography has most to do with shame and playing
with the forbidden, its driving force is the human sex drive and, especially on the part of angry men who have felt manipulated by women
or are suffering from the inability to relate to women, pornography
can involve some very demeaning portrayals. But, on the other hand
maybe we should also be faulting our maleness here, for it has probably been many tens of thousands of years, at least, that we males
have been taking females by force. And a few weeks back I read of a
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which they all found intellectually abhorrent, responded unconsciously
in a sexually stimulated manner. So maybe some of us can’t help
behaving like the animals we are.
adversely by pornography. I think we have avoided using shame with
you and will continue along those lines and, so far at least, you have
shown very little tendency toward anger, so I don’t think you will be
drawn to images depicting “angry” sex. You also have a strong female in
your life who regularly serves up reality about the feelings of women.
And, being the scientist you are, I think you will be able to perceive
the difference between someone else’s fantasies and the real world.
But, as with all my advice on ecstatic activity, be aware of your feelings.
Ideally, ecstatic feelings should be devoid of any elements of fear, anger,
guilt, shame, loneliness, etc. Trying to have FUN by indulging in sex to
block negative feelings only works up to a point, and after that point,
blocking by “feel-good” diminishes in effectiveness. Very fast.
But, more than anything, I hope you will believe me when I say
that porno is usually a very, very, incomplete depiction of the sexual
experience. It almost never conveys the feeling of joy one can achieve
by giving pleasure to someone you care deeply about. And, in the now
world, it is in the afterglow of the sex act, as much as the act itself,
when things get really good — when the thinking body is giving up
so willingly to the feeling body — when nonthinking can be extended
a looong time. It can be a time of pure fun in the stopping of time and
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while back we spent some time in Barnes & Noble while you
were looking for something to read. You eventually bought
“Disappeared” and I spent about an hour browsing the
Health and Alternative Medicine section. It reinforced my thinking
that I should keep this treatise I am writing as short as possible.
Though all the books with healthy eating and exercise topics are
undoubtedly valuable, I mostly passed them up. As I have said before:
than how you run that engine. Using the best gas and oil, changing
tires regularly, and tuning the engine is great, but if someone allows
alcoholic Uncle Bert to drive that vehicle every day, how much value
All the books I picked up and browsed impressed me with how
much good information is now available on health issues and how
alternative ways of achieving health are now acceptable topics of
discussion. In fact, there is so much good information available that
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someone can easily get lost in the particulars. If I can switch to a
baseball metaphor: anyone who wants to learn to play baseball might
spend a lot of time reading up on rules, the history of the game, the
composition of the ball and the equipment has changed over the years,
the famous scandals, the types of pitches and how they are thrown,
the types of wood used for bats, and on and on and on.
But, the only way to learn the game is to have fun playing it.
Everything else is icing on the cake and will never provide the joy of

player. I think it is the same with health. You have to play the game
every day by paying attention to feelings and what those feelings are
doing to the body. And then have the desire to delete all negative feelings and make those deletings a daily habit by employing a warrior
mind that has fun with challenges.
The body can indicate when negative feelings are affecting it.
When the mind can perceive the wrong thinking that caused the negative feelings, the negative feelings can be deleted — by any of several
means. It is not complicated. It is very simple. However, it takes a lot
of practice to pay attention to feelings and thoughts. A lot. But is

***
From the time of my earliest near-death experience I saw something I have never found reason to doubt in the last sixty years: it is
never possible to erase a memory. We can block the conscious thought
and feeling, but such blocking is in the Alzheimer’s playbook. We
We can, however, separate negative feelings from memories, and when
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that is done, the mind can be more in the present moment — and so
more able to have FUN. The process of deleting negative emotions
does not harm positive emotions whatsoever. In fact, I believe the
reduction of negative emotions directly increases the amount and
intensity of positive emotions.
***
Laughter and feeling joy in music are better medicine than the best
pharmaceuticals ever created. More power to the stand-up comics and
musicians.
***
About healthy living: If negative emotions are detrimental to
our physical well-being, shouldn’t optimum health have as much or
more to do with getting our heads screwed on straight as it does with
ever conceived and work out in the gym daily, but all to little avail

inevitable. On the other hand, it seems to me that a fully functioning,
unhindered mind will allow the body to thrive, even with a minimum
of “healthy” habits.
Which reminds me to say something about exercise and gym time.
You probably know that I have enjoyed sports and still enjoy regular
gym visits. It makes me feel good. But I caution those who do not go
to the gym for FUN, and instead go to get healthy or stave off death,
to pay attention to their feelings. If with every pump of the iron or step
on the treadmill there is an association, even unconsciously, with a fear
of any kind (disease or dying), the outcome of such activity may well
have the opposite effect on one’s health.
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I endorse FUN sports to the max. Anyone who enjoys any sport is
doing him- or herself a great favor by having that fun as often as possible. The mind will be healthier because of the FUN time and the body
of course, also good.
As far as bodybuilding for appearance goes, it would seem to be
much better than exercise inspired by fear, especially if motivated by a
desire to improve self-esteem — although there can be drawbacks to
equating body appearance with social acceptance and happiness. To gain
strength or have more fun at a sport, though, that sounds okay to me.
I was really happy when you were pumped up to play lacrosse.
Among other things, your coaches taught you a whole lot about teamwork as well as tolerating pain, both of which are not easy for a father
to accomplish alone. We owe them much gratitude. If I could have
found a judo dojo anywhere near, I would have tried to lightly push
you in that direction. I found judo to be the ideal mental and physical
fun. But we are making do with what is available here. I hope many
sports turn out to be fun for you.
***
Along those lines, I think I should say something about “health
foods.” Is it good to eat the freshest, most natural, and best-tasting
and friends say they are trying to “eat healthy” to avoid illness. As I
see it, the problem involves getting into the habit of thinking about
avoiding “bad” health every time one puts healthful food in the mouth.
It’s only a little fear, maybe, but over and over again, it can stimulate
one is suffering through a less-than-great taste of a “healthy” food to
achieve health, the fear factor is really stimulated. Food is nourishment
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and should be enjoyed for its life-giving nutrition and taste. It should
never be associated with negative emotions. So, keep the enjoyment of
eating in the present moment, in the now. Thankfulness should be the
feeling associated with eating, not fear.
***
In regard to hurry: with sports it can be a great FUN thing and
occasionally it’s very necessary in daily life. But when the feeling of
being in a hurry goes on for extended periods of time, it can be dangerous healthwise, mostly because it is usually related to fear: fear
of letting someone down, fear of failure, fear of shame, fear of loss.
Most of my hurry resulted in structural stress and back pain, so it was
somewhat easier to pinpoint the cause. I suspect, though, that constant
hurry can have silent repercussions as well.
***
The mind is not unlike a dog. It loves to be trained. It wants
training. Left to its own devices, it becomes greedy, undisciplined,
and monstrous.
***
Just my take on women: beautiful = happy.
***
You know that I am not a huge fan of alcohol, mostly because I
don’t enjoy shutting things off. But I am good with a lot of the tastes
and even a little buzz of relaxation once in a while. Moderation,
though, is always dandy when dealing with poisons.
***
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The other day your mom was talking about your newest cousin,
Alexa, and how various family members are requesting to have her
with them every day. It made me think about how lucky babies are
to have that early, hands-on, social interaction with so many loving
people and how different it usually is here. I have never heard of any
studies done that compare the emotional IQ of children who have
been lovingly passed around and those who have had a very small
amount of caregivers. But I have the feeling that very early socializa-

***
If you ever do develop a taste for mota, my only request to you
would be to treat it as a gift, something that can bring understanding.
No prayers or offerings are necessary — just gratitude to the Great
Spirit whenever you use it. There are things about it that are magical.
If you use it to touch that musical feeling, you will use it appropriately.
I have some experience with a few other drugs, and I mostly cannot
bring about forgetting or are a short-circuit to pleasure are especially
dangerous and with frequent use turn bad. Very bad. I have lost many
friends to drugs. I hope you can take my word for it. I think it is safe
to say that drug “fun” is usually of short duration and can get ugly
sooner rather than later.
***
The skills to understand and deal with all emotions, especially
negative ones, are best learned at an early age. They should be taught
in the home as well as in school. The teaching of Emotional Intelligence in school is gaining ground in some places; however, so much
emphasis is placed on thinking — in order to successfully secure a
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place in higher education and good-paying jobs — that feeling is given
short shrift. But do we really want smart and wealthy but unhappy

***
If I were in a position to advise other parents I would tell them that,
for the most part, anger is never a desirable emotion around kids. Even
though most parents would probably not agree. Kids are born to make

anger, they tell their kids why they did. For kids to see that the parent
reasoned out why anger arose would help them form a similar pattern
of getting in touch with their emotions. Later in life, they would be less
likely to be unconscious about their illness-producing emotions.
Another reason I would suggest restraint with anger involves that
primate part of our brain. My guess is that anger arose mostly for the
purpose of food consumption, male domination, territorial protection,
and group cohesion. I do not think it far-fetched to say that children
exposed to daily doses of anger, much of it misunderstood, will experience the fear of themselves or someone else being expelled from the
group. If directed toward them, they will also experience anger at being
manipulated. They will also learn to use anger as a tool to achieve
certain ends — especially if the only way they can get attention is to
make a parent angry.
When children observe their parents using anger against one
another, they might well feel that one or both parents may soon be
ostracized from the group. A loss of either parent is possibly the most
traumatic event a child can fear, and that fear can have grave physical
consequences.
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Children are far better at perceiving the unspoken meaning behind
things than we give them credit for. This doesn’t even take into account
the possibility of “mind connection.” And, although I know it is a no-no
to blame parents for their children’s illnesses, what if there is a strong
mind connection between parents and their children even more than by

I don’t think it far-fetched to say that there could be negative physical
consequences. Recently, I read about new studies on the effect the mother’s
emotional state of mind has on her fetus. Also, in a June 2011 issue of
NewScientist, in an article by Jessica Hamzelou, there is mention of a
study at King’s College London that involved MRI scans of the brains
of sleeping babies. The study showed that the brains of the sleeping babies registered the same brain waves, asleep, as did adults when awake
and exposed to angry or sad sounds, such as crying. Which gives me hope
that there will soon be a much better understanding of children’s illnesses.
***
We have been convinced by science that bacteria, viruses, and
fungi as well as microbes of all shapes and sizes are designed to attack
us at every opportunity. But these same microorganisms constitute
a large part of our own bodies and are needed for survival. The fact
that they sometimes get out of balance is usually caused by negative
emotions. Assuming that microbes should be fought in much the same
bankruptcy and ultimately failure.
***
Having turned seventy, I feel I can now proclaim myself an expert
on aging. Well, OK, I only have personal expertise (as well as caring
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for hundreds of old people over the years), but I must say this: old age
can be a killer. And, yes, it is designed that way. But, once people start
thinking they are getting old, bad things can happen way before they
are supposed to.
Especially in the good ol’ USA, old age has been imbued with a
lot of negatives. Old farts are usually looked down on and are less
of self-esteem based on “attractiveness.” In many other parts of the
world, age conveys respect and attention, which makes for a much
more FUN aging process.
I saw myself falling into that trap of imagining myself in old age,
with all the negative associations that go along with it. When I had to
admit I couldn’t run as fast as I used to, or jump as high, or see and
disabilities. But thinking “disabled” is rather stupid thinking. Seeing
war amputees return home and adapt to much more serious disabilities
helped me realize that those who successfully adapt do not think of
possessing a weakness, but only see a challenge to adapt to.
The thinking of being old can be a potent negative emotion with
very debilitating effects. It can be loaded with fear, anger, shame, and
loneliness. It can, in itself, cause life-threatening illnesses. That way
of thinking must be paid attention to and never tolerated. For FUN it
must be seen for what it is and deleted. Blocking those negative feelings through drugs, sex, food, or any other avoidance mechanism can
only exacerbate health problems and assist in the Alzheimer’s process.
But, in spite of all these challenges that must be faced, I would be
happy to see you up there in years because, if my experience is any
indicator of yours, I would have to say that FUN can increase with
age. When I was younger I did not have the same appreciation of the
vastness of life or the ability to focus on the particulars. My ego was
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of more importance and limited me to a much more self-centered view
of things. I guess it probably has a lot to do with a decrease in testosif you get up there in years, I think the breeze in the trees or the smile
of happiness on the face of another will be able to tweek your heart
chakra in ways that are now unimaginable for you.
***
There is some talk in the medical community about a possible
genetic predisposition to Alzheimer’s. I have been around many
Alzheimer’s patients and their families, and I can sincerely say that
there may be no long-term traumatic experience that can compare.
trauma (and often physical) on anyone. In fact, it is just the kind of
emotional injury that can give rise again to Alzheimer’s in other family
members. Just the thought of the loved one can bring up feelings far
too unpleasant for even the strongest individual to deal with effectively.
And there is also a fear of the disease being inherited. Such feelings
and thoughts beg to be shut away and sealed off, just the sort of
surprising that Alzheimer’s can run in families.
Hospice nursing has been doing noteworthy work with families of
Alzheimer’s patients, such as giving them the opportunity to talk about
their thoughts and feelings. But, as the saying goes, it takes a village.
Feelings brought to the light with words have the possibility to be
confronted objectively, especially with the help of someone who has
the empathy and understanding to fearlessly assist.
I advise anyone to piss and moan extensively during the trauma.
Then listen, and bring to light the exact grief, guilt, shame, and fearful
emotions one is experiencing. Next, step back and look at the things
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that caused those feelings with an objective mind. If one can be willing
(and not hold on to them out of any guilt about letting them go),
healing can occur.
***
The bully comes from a home of anger.
***
I do not think it would be a bad thing if fear were eliminated as
a children’s teaching tool. From fear of punishment in the afterlife to
fear of Santa cutting them off, fear of illness in order to prevent it, or
fear of losing a parent’s love if the parent’s demands are not met, all
are illness-provoking fears. An immediate illness or serious illness may
not result, but fears that are instilled early have a tendency to stay
with us over the years and to multiply exponentially.
***
What about the use of mota and children if one is using it for

has the widest appeal to adolescents. It allays their fears of adulthood,
lets them disregard the no-nos of their parents, and dissolves their
inhibitions and physically related self-esteem issues. Nonetheless, it
is our example that teaches them to use. It might be a good thing if
alcohol didn’t exist, and maybe mota too. Maybe. But as with alcohol,

For many years our family rented an almost ramshackle house
on the beach in Hawaii for vacations. Some of my most pleasant times
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were spent with Hawaiians during afternoon and evening beach times,
with barbecue, kids, games, and story telling, while the ion-enriched
wave mist drifted over us on caressing tradewind breezes. The “oldsit around and share some Pakololo, have some laughs about life and
or out-of-it falling down. I had no children at the time, but I always
thought that if I did I would like my children to be able to observe
mota used in such a way.
I have no easy answers for how to use mota in front of children,
especially in our modern world. Many children have been thoroughly
indoctrinated about its evil ways through school or church. Ideally,
making it a religious sacrament might be best.
times and in a context of giving thanks, or enjoying nature’s gifts,
sharing with friends socially, maybe musically, this might provide the
needed effect. Recreational use could stay somewhat private, but
there would not be the lying about its use and the resulting effect
that being lied to has on someone. Trust and not feeling manipulated
should never be overestimated.
***
The ability to pay attention to our feelings can actually be enhanced
that we have allowed our minds to drift into dangerous waters and that
negative emotions are creating disturbance in the body.
As we get older, most of us have a few physical problems that we
would like to do away with — unless we resign ourselves to old age
The list is almost endless. Maybe most people are willing to settle for
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how things are and buy more of the “help” the pharmaceutical companies are incessantly pushing through every media source available. But
many others, even those up there in years, are still open to the path of
the warrior mind. They are not willing to accept defeat without
giving it their all.
Illness can be good. It can be a warning of negative emotions blockbody’s homeostasis. Only when the feeling is felt and recognized for
what it is can it be eliminated. Meditation, mota, biofeedback, and
several other methods can turn on the red light at the intersection of the
road to the mall of debilitating physical woes. So make that important
stop. Failure to heed such warnings in life have serious consequences.
***
This I also believe: Disease is not random, and we are not victims
of the whims of a dice-tossing God or random universe. All things are
orderly. Cause and effect pertains as much to human existence as it
does to the laws of physics. It was a part of Einstein’s belief system,
and I think I will defer to his intellect in this case.
***
Don’t wait to have FUN. FUN only happens in the now, never
the future.
***
I believe meditation is a good thing, especially because it usually
involves calming the mind. Just approaching nonthinking allows
the body to self-regulate. However, I am inclined to advise against
meditating in order to get something. The wanting will get in the
way of achieving peace of mind. If one can start from a place of
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having FUN with deep relaxation and stillness, the practice will be
much more enjoyable. Monastic life, it seems to me, can be much more
conducive to the meditative practice because meditating becomes
routine. A routine can cause one to forget wanting. If one could allot

a good thing, especially if those times were used to still the mind.
The meditation I have always enjoyed involves relaxing the body
emotions that arise. Many meditation teachers will advise to simply observe one’s thoughts as they cross the mind and, without judging them,

the thoughts hold negative emotions, they are humorous to me because
my stupidity is always good for a laugh. When that part of my mind
has played another trick, the trickster always deserves a laugh.
***
Along the lines of meditation and God, I want to pass on the
advice of an old Peyotero friend on how to expand one’s mind
enough to “feel” God (he was known to say that the Great Spirit can
be “felt” but never “thought”). I like his method because it leads me
directly to a prayer of thanks. Here’s what he advises: On a rainy day
(a Hawaiian warm day works nicely for me) appreciate the drops
of water and feel them on your skin. Feel the life in the droplets and
what they bestow. Focus while being free of other thoughts and
emotions. Feel the multitude of drops in the air. Feel the clouds
spilling the water drops. Feel the totality of the sky. Imagine the
universe if you want. He says, though, that the clouds are quite
amazing enough for us to reach the outer limits of our imagining/
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feeling abilities and will allow someone to get a feel of the immensity
of the Great Spirit. If we are not hindered by negative emotions,
I think expanding on the feeling of leaves, sunshine, the wind, or in
fact almost anything can have the same effect.
***
If I were to advise you on choosing an occupation, it should be
most FUN most of the time. I have always enjoyed dealing with spurof-the-moment, often life-threatening, challenges that tax my mind,
emotions, and physical reactions to the maximum. I have largely found
despite its drawbacks it still sounds like FUN, go for it.
For most people, deciding on an occupation usually involves a
trade-off between the amount of money they need, the ego-building
they need, and how many expectations or obligations they need to
for how much FUN you will have. Finances are certainly important,
and because of life’s circumstances, you may have to make that a
main concern. I often did. Always remember, however, that FUN will
support the health and energy you need to make yourself and those
around you happy. FUN should be a major factor in any decision you
make. Once you have made the choice, look at all the negative feelings
any job provides as challenges to your warrior mind. Identify and
delete those negative emotions. It is possible to have FUN meeting
seemingly un-fun circumstances.
If you ever have to work at night, I have a few tips as I have
probably worked about ten years on graveyard shifts. Many people
can’t adjust to the sleep disruptions graveyard shifts require, which is
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understandable considering how many thousands of years we humans
have lived tied in rhythm with the sun’s light. There is also the factor
of how we have been conditioned in this life. But the mind is adaptable
if you encourage it to adapt. The secret is to not allow any feeling of
being manipulated to enter your mind. The minute we feel we are
doing something unnatural, the body becomes stressed. Anger arises,
even though it may not be recognized as such. Short tempers are often
the hallmark of many night-shifters.
Another trick I found, especially when lying down to sleep (or sitting up as I often did), was to visualize, or think, of all things as being
just the way they are supposed to be. Run everything occupying your
cannot see exactly how it is good). Thinking that anything is “not the
way it is supposed to be” will cause problems. My suggestion is to just
accept all things the way they are as good.
work unless it is absolutely necessary. I have watched many people
suffer physically because they just could not make the accommodation
needed to accept that staying awake all night is “normal.”
***
Sean, I am including the following letter even though by the time
you read this, I imagine we may have already talked. This is about the
big M. After all, it cannot be denied that the emergence of your sexual
have to delete the feeling associated with the likelihood that you will
begin to draw away from me when you become sexual, but asi es la
vida! I hope it won’t create as much distance as it did with my parents,
though (I can’t imagine their dealing with sex on the Internet; nudity
was already past their comfort level).
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To: Sean
From: Bapa
Re: Mr. Bation
I would like to take this opportunity (whenever it is) to talk about
boners and loners. I must be thinking, for whatever reason, that you
be (or was) more enjoyable than mine, which was rather un-fun. I
had no clue whatsoever that an ejaculation was even possible and
so seriously thought that I must have been experiencing some fatal
body malfunction. When I searched our limited library downstairs, I
religious diatribe on sex and its “perversions” ever written by anyone.
I learned that masturbation ranked right up there with cross-species
copulation and murder. I was also informed that it would cause sickness at least and insanity probably. It took me several months to sort
things out, somewhat. We had just moved to a new house and town,
and I was short of friends I could talk with intimately. Whether the
guilt or the shame that stayed with me over the next few years made
my self-discovery more enjoyable by way of an exciting forbidden
and total insanity did not deter my sexual feelings.
Look, the human race has survived because young adults have
been programmed to copulate at an age when the production of young
can best be accomplished. It seems another one of those primitive
responses we have been shackled with. For our predecessors to surearthquakes, disease, and wars, there needed to be lots of offspring.
We were getting killed off in large numbers. That sexual urge was
hormonal surges, we have FUN with them. In other words, to enjoy
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being in the moment, without fear, guilt, or shame. Of course, be aware
of the social consequences and the sensibilities of others when it comes
to something so personal, and act accordingly.
On occasion, I have heard the question of “how often is normal”
being discussed. I am not sure that there is any “normal” here. My
only caution, as it is for all mind-altering or ecstatic feelings (which
would include alcohol, drugs, eating, religion, you name it) is to have
fun doing something for the joy of doing it. Do not let negative feelings contaminate what you’re doing. In other words, if someone found
himself in the habit of masturbating every time he was bored, angry,
or lonesome, and so escaped or covered up that negative feeling,
masturbation could become a problem. Also, associating sex with
boredom, anger, or loneliness, for instance, could have detrimental
consequences. The other day your mom and I were watching a
Dr. Phil TV program about a guy who had a “sexual addiction,” and
among other things he said he did was to masturbate eleven times a
day. Aside from judging the appropriateness of such salacious daytime
TV content, I think we can all agree that this guy probably had some
serious problems. In my opinion, his cure would only be found in
the realization of whatever negative emotions he had been avoiding.
Dr. Phil referred him to a clinic. Maybe they worked on it (we hope).
There have been those (usually older adults) who say that people
level. I am not one to say that they are wrong, but it has been my
experience that if release is not achieved in the waking life, dreams
will provide a physical relief. The human drive to procreate is stronger
than most people’s conscious ability to override, at least without dire
Now, I know that your actually having sex with another person
is probably a ways off and that maybe it shouldn’t be equated with
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masturbation. But, some of the same guidance applies to both, I think
— such as never using either to express or compensate for negative
emotions that should be dealt with at more appropriate times.
***
If you live near a city of any size, you have probably seen that
homeless man or woman having lengthy and often heated conversations with someone or something not readily apparent to our eyes. The
main difference between their rantings and our mind-talk is that we
are still aware we shouldn’t be voicing the conversations we hear in
our heads. But those kinds of conversations are part of our craziness
as much as they are the obviously “crazy” person. Those conversations
While the conversations are happening, they drain a person’s energy

Some conversations and some thinking are necessary, of course,
but, ideally, such thinking should be done with a directed purpose at a
chosen time. When thinking is just mindless chatter intruding on our
enjoyment of the present, it has the potential to disrupt our energy
thinking task aside for a designated time. It helps me avoid prevaricating on a problem endlessly and detracting from the enjoyment of the
moment. I try to know when I am thinking. I said try.
***
Negative feelings arise from negative thinking. Thinking, then,
is mostly the problem. Non-thinking provides time for the body to
self-regulate and re-energize. I don’t know if modern life for you will
provide as much seemingly “useless” time as it seemed to do for me,
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but I decided a while back that when my mind could wander aimlessly,
I should really use that time to get out of the thinking mode and into
non-thinking. My regular opportunity for this was the daily commute.
Many years ago our friend Lenny started the long quest of making
three-dimensional imaging a mainstream technology. He has since
his technology on Mars missions and into the human body. When I
back in the sixties, I realized that consciously viewing the world
in three dimensions made “seeing” a more pleasant experience. Of
course, if you have two eyes, you will see stereoscopically. Still, I think
mind to truly perceive in three dimensions. To perceive something in
three dimensions, one must be aware of the space between things, basically to perceive the nothingness between things, a sort of Zen-ness of
perception. Somewhere along the way, I found that I could shut down
mind-chatter whenever I started perceiving the space between things.
It takes considerable practice, and initial bursts of seeing in conscious
3D were brief, but I am getting better and can perceive this way for
longer and longer periods of time.
I have been greatly assisted in my efforts because of my fortyminute commute into San Francisco at about 4 a.m. I start out in the
Marin hills, climb up over the Sausalito grade, and plunge through
the Waldo Tunnel and its tube of lights, and then down the southern
sometimes unbelievably crystal-clear and sparkling. With the drive
across the almost deserted Golden Gate Bridge and through the lit
towers with golden rows of lights along the bridge, like a 3D tunnel,
and red lights up the cables, I couldn’t ask for a better place to make
my own 3D movie. Try it, and see if it works for you. Turn off the
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radio, though. It also works without great scenery and just rows and
rows of cars, but it takes more focus. But it can also make you a safer
driver because you will pay attention to the size of those empty spaces.
I think that mota produces a 3D enhancement of imaging for
many people, even if that is not how one would describe the enhanced

and bright everything looks. It probably has a lot to do with the fact
you are trying to perceive the distance between things and their
relation to each other. When you perceive something daily, over and
over again, you have a tendency to forget the space between things
and perception becomes routinely two-dimensional. Vacation travel
is a FUN thing. Every day should be a vacation day. Really.
I suspect that personal stereoscopic imaging may well be a predictor of the likelihood of becoming an Alzheimer’s patient. Maybe someone will even be able to test for such visualization some day. From
watching the progression of many Alzheimer’s patients, it seems to

becomes two-dimensional, and the joy of seeing the distance between
objects and their real relation to each other and oneself becomes lost.
Eventually things probably lose color. Sooner or later, the world will
shrink to smaller and smaller vistas until even a room becomes a space
larger than can be truly visualized.

and music and relating to people, notice the sparkle on water and
the uniqueness in human faces, you will never have to worry about
Alzheimer’s. That is my belief. Go ahead and prove me wrong. I dare
you. Double dare!
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***
The solar plexus, or celiac plexus, which is what I think many
refer to as the heart chakra, is a nerve center just behind the stomach
which has just about as many neurons as the brain. My feeling is that
it is the center of all our emotions. It is for sure that without it we
cannot live. Through its nerve supply, many organs of the body are
regulated. The relay between the head brain and the solar plexus
brain is almost instantaneous and, for all practical purposes, thoughts
become emotions and emotions become thoughts simultaneously. Like
the brain, a blow to the solar plexus can cause unconsciousness or
Being aware of your emotions, and the sensations that you can
feel in the area of our “gut,” or just behind your stomach at the solar
plexus, is key to understanding how our minds and thoughts are

***
I recall a Time magazine cover story about animal “friendship.”
the animal kingdom that had strong friendships had less stress hormones in their bloodstreams than did solitary individuals of the same
group and were also generally healthier and had longer lives. The
especially chimps, when being groomed by a friend. It made me think
of all the times I have watched women in Ambon picking through each
other’s hair looking for animalitos (which they seem to hardly ever

the recipients always seemed to be in a slow-down zone.
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Probably missing some female interaction as well as an old habit,
your mom, in some spare time a while back, operated on my hair, and
had some), was a very relaxing experience in a very unusual way.
That look of almost-stoned contentment I have witnessed on those
women’s faces is now part of my understanding. You mom keeps trying different ploys to get me to “groom” her. I guess if I thought there
her more often. But, it usually feels way too imaginary for me. But,
sometimes…
The Time article basically attributed better health and longer life
in the animal kingdom to close social interaction. Seems like we are
part of that kingdom. Now, with the length of your hair, and maybe if
you complain of a little itching, you can get picked on too. I will try
to remember to suggest that you try that ploy in the summertime.
It is along the same lines of thinking that your mom and I have
always made massage a large part of your life. You are getting to be a
good tukang pijit, or massage person, and we have appreciated the fact.
I remember the last time we were in Ambon and we were watching Ibu
Luci, probably one of the best in the world, giving you a full one-hour
massage and thinking, What other super-spoiled kid in the world would
have almost learned where most of the nerves are and how to compress
them with just the right amount of pressure. So, all those massages that
you received, in all those different places, even though you didn’t know
it, were lessons as well as gifts. We have been rewarded by your learning,
and I am sure that whoever it is in the future that you want to express
your friendship to will be very appreciative of what you have learned.
And I have yet to meet the friend or would-be friend who didn’t appreciate having his or her shoulders squeezed a bit at the opportune time.
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if it were revealed that we regularly paid our kid for massages. But, it
feels like it has worked out well for all of us. So far.
***
Anger in the 2010s is a palpable force in the U.S. Occupy Wall
Street is a result of many people feeling manipulated — in this case
mostly by the corporate-political bedfellows that have allowed greed
and power (mostly driven by fear) to run to excess. Hopefully, that
anger can be channeled constructively for change in a system that has
able levels can have unforeseen consequences.
The main thing that I would advise you on is to always remember
that you do not have to feel manipulated by the stupidity of others.
Seeing your own anger arise, if it might, should let you quickly step
back from the negative feeling and, if you are of a mind, attack any
problem with your full, unhindered, intellect — and not in an illnessprovoking way.
You are intelligent enough to realize the many, many ways that
others may be trying to manipulate you, so it is especially important to
be aware and extricate yourself from the potential for anger. Whether
it is the military-industrial complex that Dwight Eisenhower warned
about so long ago (and that seemingly no one took seriously), or the
corporate-political, medical-pharmaceutical, or religious-political
juggernauts that have arisen, others are constantly trying to manipulate
us citizens, mostly through anger and fear.
When enough money, jobs, and belief systems are involved in any
aspect of society, they are especially hard to change. No one wants to
fear of change can blind anyone to the dangers of non-change. If you
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ever want to be an agent of change my advice is to invest as much of
yourself as you have FUN doing, but always remember that anger
and fear, when felt over a long period of time, are detriments to your
health. And probably to the success of any endeavor. So, never lose
sight of FUN.
***
I recently read about an article in the June 2011 issue of the
FASEB Journal that found that the brains of rats that had experienced stress produced high levels of the RCAN1 gene. The RCAN1
gene helps cells cope with stress but overproduction can eventually
damage neurons, preventing the brain’s signals from traveling and
thus causing disease. Overproduction causes hyper-phosphorylation
of tau proteins that stabilize microtubules (if all that means something
to you, you have gotten more education than me). The article, by
author J.A. Davies at the UC Davis school of gerontology, suggests
that chronic stress — physical or mental — causes overexpression
of RCAN1, in turn leading to neurodegenerative disease as found in

But, won’t it be a great day when scientists can “prove” that stress
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What if we can be immune to disease just by the
way we think? What if feelings are actually more
important to our health than diet and exercise?
What if there is a simple way to prevent
Alzheimer’s Disease?
The author, who has spent the last 30 years
“undercover” in the medical field, presents one
workingman’s perspective on why health depends
more on the mind than on medicine, and why the
ability to have FUN is the most valuable human trait.
Then, for his young son, he tells the secrets to having
FUN that he has, in his words, “stumbled upon” —
secrets that will always lead to better health.
Whether or not you find the author’s assertions
to be self-evident or hard to believe, they
are sincerely spoken by someone who has been
a close observer of the human condition.
His advice on aging alone is worth the price
of admission. Knowing that it is possible to
eliminate that fear we all possess concerning
a feeble and unproductive ending to life
should ease a lot of minds.
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